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Summary 

This Deliverable overviews the main issues and steps faced during the design and development of the                
BISON project in order not only to cope with the ethical and legal issues raised by big speech data                   
analytics, but more generally to devise an inter-disciplinary design & development methodology that             
aims at devising a law-abiding system, where the legal requirements are taken into account from the                
earliest design phases and seen as a key enabling success factor, rather than a burden to cope with. 

The Deliverable is intended both for the BISON partners and for all those who are interested in speech                  
data analytics and data protection, with or without a technical or legal background: it is structured for                 
both kinds of audience and includes a dedicated schematic section to introduce the main concepts and                
issues to the wider public, for awareness building and information.  

 

Disclaimer  

This report does not constitute legal advice, it does not give legal opinions and is not to be acted on                    
as such. Its transmission is not intended to create, and the receipt does not constitute, an                
attorney-client relationship between sender and receiver. You should not act or rely on any              
information contained in it without first seeking the advice of a lawyer/legal consultant. 

The information and views set out in this Deliverable are those of the author(s) and do not                 
necessarily reflect the official opinion of the European Commission. Neither the European            
Commission institutions and bodies nor any person acting on their behalf may be held responsible               
for the use which may be made of the information contained therein. 

Gender-specific pronouns 

In this deliverable, pronouns like “he”, “his”, “him” are meant to be referred to persons of all                 
genders, and will be used in lieu of “he/she”, “his/her”, “him/her” for sake of simplicity and                
readability.  

“It” has instead been used where possibly applicable also to legal persons. 
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How to read this Deliverable 
 
This Deliverable is structured in four main Sections, which are meant to satisfy different knowledge               
needs and intended recipients. For this reason, the orientation table on the next page suggests which                
sections to read based on the reader’s interest.  
Moreover, although we constantly refer to the BISON system, the discourse is developed so as to be                 
of the widest possible use, both to technical developers and the general public, who may be interested                 
in speech data analytics beyond the specific BISON case – so as to actually promote awareness                
building. 

Section I – Rules and regulations 
This Section means to answer the question “How can EU data protection rules effectively protect               
citizens in front of modern technologies?”, both in general – addressing the regulatory framework –               
and with specific reference to BISON as a speech-based system.  
Accordingly, we first provide a general taxonomy of applicable legal issues to give the overall picture,                
outlining the aspects that need to be taken in consideration. Then, we focus on the most relevant                 
aspect – privacy and personal data protection. We express how such regulatory framework can in fact                
drive the software development process – specifically, how BISON has been designed and developed              
so as to fully comply with applicable rules and regulations from the very start.  
In this context, we also discuss the need of Ethical approvals in this kind of systems, in particular in                   
the BISON case. 

Section II – IT design and development issues 
This Section answers the next question, “How can the EU regulatory framework be fruitfully              
exploited to develop law-abiding technologies?”, that is, as a source of potential, instead of being               
perceived as an overload ball and chain? 
To this end, in this Section we show how ethical and legal issues are directly interconnected with the                  
technical side of BISON and are exploited to drive its development from the early requirements to the                 
prospective commercial deployment, ensuring that the system protects people’s data at all levels and              
stages – with special emphasis to anonymization requirements and techniques. 

Section III – Beyond the law: ethical and societal issues 
Data protection and privacy relate to ethics and the fundamental rights of persons. However,              
developing an ethical system which respects the personal sphere of users in a broad sense goes beyond                 
what is “merely” required to comply with the law. Analysing the ethical and societal issues raised by                 
BISON enables us to achieve a higher level of understanding of the aspects to be taken in                 
consideration in its design and development, and of those to be considered by its prospective users.                
Here we provide an outline of the BISON-related ethics issues and how they have been addressed. 

Section IV – How BISON takes care of your privacy 
This last Section sees BISON from the other side – the viewpoint of customers who may call (or be                   
called by) a contact center and would like to know not only what is going to happen with their data,                    
but also how their rights can be practically guaranteed and enforced, in particular given the automatic                
functionalities of the BISON system. 
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Orientation table for reading 
 
The table below is meant to direct interested readers to the proper sections (and subsection) of this                 
Deliverable, based on their role and knowledge needs. 
To this end, a set of reference roles are identified (on the left), and the possible sections of interest                   
marked - with some extra specification about the most relevant subsections, when appropriate. 

Of course, this key is intended as a general orientation suggestion: the Deliverable is structured and                
sub-sectioned precisely to articulate knowledge into relatively small units, so as to make it easier for                
anyone to find and grab what he/she is most interested to. 
Other (non listed) roles can exploit this table by interpolating the two (or more) closest ones. 
 
 

If you are.. 
..you should read 

Section I Section II Section III Section IV 

Final user, interested in his own 
rights (in general) 

✓ 
§ 3, 4 ✕ ✓ 

§ 3, 4 ✕ 

Final user, interested in what 
BISON does (and how it works) 

✓ 
§ 1, 2 

✕ ✓ 
§1, 3.6, 4.5 ✓ 

Final user, interested in how 
BISON takes care of his rights 

✓ 
§ 1, 2 

✓ 
(boxes only) 

✓ 
§1, 3.6 ✓ 

IT analyst / developer, interested 
in the BISON approach 

✓ 
§ 1, 2 ✓ ✓ 

§1, 3.6 ✕ 

Contact center CEO, interested 
in BISON approach & product 

✓ 
§ 1, 2 

✓ 
(boxes only) ✕ ✓ 

Data controller / provider 
(general view) 

✓ 
§ 3, 4 ✕ ✕ ✓ 

Data controller / provider  
(the BISON approach) ✓ ✓ ✕ ✓ 
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SECTION I - RULES AND REGULATIONS 
 

1. What is BISON? 
BISON is a multi-lingual, modular and highly versatile software system for big speech data analytics               
in contact centers.  

Up until now, Contact Center (CC) recordings with customers have been processed manually or by               
rudimentary technical means and only 2-3% of them can be used to improve customer experience and                
provide high-quality customized services and assistance. BISON means to give CCs the possibility to              
process 100% of recorded calls and derive meaningful knowledge from them. 

BISON aims to introduce significant innovations to speech data mining technologies: 

● quick adaptability to different languages, domains and CC campaigns 
● business outcome mining, to improve CC’s key performance indicators (KPI) 
● CC support systems, to integrate speech and business outcome mining in a user-friendly way. 

Such a system is extremely more powerful and efficient in processing big speech data than ever. More                 
power, however, implies higher responsibilities, in particular as concerns ethics and the protection of              
the fundamental rights of the persons involved, i.e. customers but also CC operators. 

Therefore, one of the fundamental pillars of BISON – and one of its unique characteristics – concerns                 
precisely its embedding of ethical and legal principles from the very start, that is, from the design and                  
development stage, up until testing and deployment, to the final commercial product. To this end, each                
component and functionality has been analysed and co-developed by an interdisciplinary           
technical-legal team, so as to achieve full compliance with applicable rules and regulations and, more               
widely, to ensure the respect of the ethical sphere of all the persons involved. 

 

2. Ethics and law in BISON - an overall vision 
The first and foremost question IT people ask themselves before starting to design a new technology                
is: “What has got the law to do with it?” 
Much, actually. The law has been traditionally seen as something which may hamper IT projects, or                
possibly something to be considered at a pathological stage, if and when something goes wrong and                
one needs to defend himself from liability. 

In BISON we took the opposite view: law-abidingness can be a powerful enabler, an indispensable               
ring of the IT development chain, which makes it possible to achieve commercial products which can                
be marketed and used in full compliance with applicable rules and regulations.  
If law were disregarded at the beginning, it may become necessary to redesign and redevelop               
significant parts of a technology, to make it fit in the applicable legal framework, with unnecessary                
delays and higher costs. 

Besides, the new EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which will become applicable on              
25 May 2018 imposes data protection by design and by default as legal obligations whenever               
developing technologies able to process personal data.  
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While the most relevant ethical and legal aspect in BISON concerns privacy and the protection of                
personal data, this aspect is in fact part of a wider picture: the lawfulness of BISON as a whole derives                    
from a comprehensive analysis of all related issues in the light of the current legal framework. 

 
2.1 Ethical and legal issues - overall mapping 

This Section maps the legal issues which apply to the design and deployment of BISON in its nature                  
of complex big speech data analytics system: although it is driven by the BISON case, the analysis                 
per se has a much wider scope, covering the relevant legal framework both at EU and at selected                  
Member States’ level. This systematization provides a reference framework on a broader set of              
aspects which need to be considered in the development and use of any speech data mining                
technology, in connection with the possible application scenarios. 

In outlining the legal issues to be addressed, our first observation is that the impact of each aspect                  
depends on the specific phase of the project. This is why we first identified three main stages of the                   
BISON lifetime: 

● the preliminary phase 
● the development phase 
● the after-development phase.  

In the preliminary phase, focus is on the checks that need to be made before starting the development                  
of any system meaning to process personal data in a law-abiding way. Such checks involve i) personal                 
data processing, ii) personal data anonymization, and iii) data transfer among partners. 

In the development phase, focus is on ensuring that the software implementation is performed in               
compliance with applicable rules and regulations, in particular adhering to the whole set of principles               
and obligations stated in the GDPR. Such checks involve i) assignment of responsibilities, ii) balance               
between the right of workers (not to be controlled) and efficiency (which requires control), iii) secure                
identification of the customer, and other more detailed issues like e.g. unsolicited calls to customers,               
information to be provided, contract making, etc. 

In the after-development phase, focus is on the protection and circulation of the business name, the                
exploitation of rights on the developed software, its commercial distribution and promotion.            
Accordingly, relevant issues include i) trademark protection, ii) licensing, iii) advertising, and iv)             
software distribution. 

For concreteness, the output of such analyses is synthesized in the set of Tables below: the full                 
discussion and motivation behind them can be found in Appendix 1. As already pointed out above,                
although the analysis was performed with the BISON case in mind, its output applies more in general                 
to any software aimed at managing big (speech) data - once properly fine-tuned to the specific field                 
and application scenario. 

This scheme can be taken as a reference model, to be updated and adapted in the future in case of                    
system improvements, extensions, etc. 
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Tables Key 
● the first column identifies each major legal issue 
● the second column identifies its relevant application in the BISON context 
● the next two columns provide the proper references to the relevant rules and regulations both               

at EU level (third column) and at national level (fourth column) 
● the last two columns highlight whether each item is relevant for BISON both during the               

project (fifth column) and in the post-project commercial phase (sixth column). 
 

Table 1 - Personal data processing in the preliminary phase 
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Table 2a - Relevant legal framework in the development phase 

 
 

Table 2b - Relevant legal framework in the development phase (cont’d) 
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Table 2c - Relevant legal framework in the development phase (cont’d) 

 
 

Table 3 - Relevant legal framework in the after-development phase 
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2.2 Privacy and personal data processing as fundamental human right 

Ethically dealing with individuals’ personal data means also, and in the first instance, assuring              
compliance with EU and national data protection regulation.  

Data protection is a ‘third generation’ fundamental human right, entrenched by Article 16 of the               
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union , and by Article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental                 

1

Rights of the European Union , among other freedom rights such as the more ‘traditional’ rights to                
2

liberty and security, freedom of expression, information, association, education, etc. The three            
paragraphs of Article 8 constitute the core, and the sense, of the personal data protection regulation.                
At international level, the right to data protection was first recognized by Council of Europe               
Convention 108 opened for signature on 28 January 1981: the Convention was the first legally               

3

binding international instrument in the data protection field. It draws inspiration directly from the              
European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and has been signed by all the 47                
members of the Council of Europe plus Uruguay.  

The right to the protection of personal data is not, however, an absolute right: rather, it must be                  
considered in relation to its function in society. Therefore, some limitations may be imposed on the                
exercise of this right, as long as these limitations are provided for by law and, respecting the essence                  
of data protection, are necessary and genuinely meet objectives of general interest recognized by the               
EU and/or the need to protect the rights and freedoms of others. Among the rights that are likely to                   
come into conflict with the right to data protection, in particular, there is the freedom of art and                  
science: the general restrictions for the use of personal data may be diminished as a consequence of                 
the special value of science to society expressly recognized by the European data protection law.  

Despite this balancing of different fundamental rights and freedoms with the data protection right, it is                
precisely in the research field that ethical issues arise as cornerstone for the lawful and fair                
processing of personal data. Thus, while some of the limits imposed by the law to the processing of                  
personal data fall, or are greatly diminished, when facing with freedom of scientific research, the               
common ethical rules and principles governing the research activity act as boundaries for scientific              
research itself. 

Ethical principles like informed consent, confidentiality and ‘avoiding harm to do good’ , which are              
4

maybe clearer and more immediately comprehensible when referred to medical research involving            
human beings, are still valid and applicable when dealing with personal data. 

The same rules are to be taken in consideration with even more attention when the processing                
involves large amounts of personal data and/or special categories of data, such as biometric/speech              
data: people should be given the possibility to manage the flow of their information across massive,                
third-party analytical systems, so that data subjects can have a transparent view of how their data are                 
used – or sold. 

 

1 Treaty on European Union and Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 2012/C 326/01 
2 Charter of fundamental rights of the European Union,  2000/C 364/01  
3 Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data, Strasbourg, 28 January 
1981 
4 M. Israel & I. Hay, Research Ethics for Social Scientists, 2006, Sage Publications Ltd. 
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3. The EU General Data Protection Regulation 
The General Data Protection Regulation (briefly GDPR) was published on 4th May 2016 , entered into               

5

force on 24th May 2016, and is applicable from 25th May 2018. The previous EU data protection                 
framework, namely Directive 95/46/EC also known as Data Protection Directive (DPD) is repealed             
from the same date and consequently all rules adopted at national level will be either modified or                 
substituted by new provisions. 

While the GDPR maintains the basic principles of the DPD, it does introduce innovations which keep                
into account the evolution of information technology, networks and the increased scale of personal              
data processing. Accordingly, it imposes new obligations on both data controllers and processors,             
while strengthening the rights of data subjects. 

The Regulation is directly applicable in all EU Member States, ensuring a uniform legal framework               
aimed at overcoming the previous fragmentation due to the implementation of DPD at national level. 

Yet, a certain degree of autonomy is still left to individual States, which may adopt further measures                 
for specific ambits or issues. National rules may thus differ from each other and be possibly even                 
more restrictive, as is the case, for example, of the “Special categories of data”, or of sector-specific                 
laws. Member States may determine more precisely the conditions for lawful processing of personal              
data and also incorporate elements of the GDPR into their national law, if necessary to ensure                
coherence and for better comprehension of the rules. 

In this Section we examine the relevant provisions of the GDPR, focussing on those which innovate                
with respect to the DPD and evaluating their impact on the BISON project. 

In the following, it is of paramount importance not to confuse the “client” of the CC, intended as the                   
company that makes a contract with the CC for a given service or campaign, and the “client” intended                  
as the physical person (the final customer) who interacts with a CC agent. For this reason, we                 
henceforth reserve the word ‘client’ for the first, and the word ‘customer’ for the second. 

 

3.1 General rules and principles 

3.1.1 Application area 

The protection of fundamental rights and freedoms, in particular the protection of personal data is               
meant for all natural persons, irrespective of their nationality or residence. 

The GDPR does not apply to: 

● the protection of data of legal persons, such as undertakings established as legal persons (e.g.               
company name); 

● personal data processing carried out by natural persons for purely personal/household           
purposes, without any connections to professional or commercial activities; 

● the processing of personal data by competent authorities in relation to criminal offences and              

5 “Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural                    
persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Directive                    
95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation), Official Journal of the European Union L119, Vol. 59, 4 May 2016. 
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for reasons of public security; 

● the processing of personal data by the European Union institutions, bodies, offices and             
agencies, which is regulated by Regulation (EC) No. 45/2001 and other Union legal acts.              
Such acts will in any case need to be adapted to the principles and rules of the GDPR.  

BISON Guideline 

In anonymizing and pseudonymizing data, BISON should consider the distinction between natural            
persons’ data and legal persons’ data. To these latter the GDPR does not apply. 

No distinction should be made between national citizens and foreigners/non-residents who interact            
with a contact center. The GDPR principles, rules and procedures should be respected. 

Should BISON be used by a competent authority or an EU entity falling in the exception, the                 
GDPR would not apply and specific provisions - although grounded on similar principles - should               
be taken into account in the design, development and configuration (i.e. as concerns anonymization              
and assignment of privileges).  

 

3.1.2 Territorial ambit of application 

The territorial ambit of application of EU data protection rules changes substantially in the GDPR               
with respect to the previous DPD, with reference to data controllers and processors established outside               
the European Union. 

At present, each EU Member State applies its own national laws, adopted to comply with the Data                 
Protection Directive. Member States’ national provisions may also apply to data controllers not             
established in the Union, provided that they make use of equipment (either automated or not) located                
on the territory of said Member State.  

Thus, whenever a non-EU entity processes personal data without physical equipment situated in the              
EU, it may easily dodge the strict European data protection rules and negatively affect the               
fundamental rights and freedoms of data subjects in Europe. 

The GDPR, instead, applies to both controllers and processors not established in the Union,              
whenever they process personal data of data subjects who find themselves in the EU either: 

● to offer products and services (even free of charge); or 

● to monitor data subjects’ behaviour in the EU. 

The concept of establishment has been expressly clarified: the main establishment of a controller in               
the Union should be the place of its central administration; however, if the decisions on personal data                 
processing are taken at another establishment, this latter should be taken in consideration. Objective              
criteria must be adopted: the establishment implies the real and effective exercise of an activity               
through stable arrangements (including branches and subsidiaries), irrespective of the legal form and             
of the fact that the processing is carried out there or at other places. [See whereas  22, 23, art. 3] 6

6 The EU legal documents (such as Directives or Regulations) start with a list of premises, called ‘whereas’.                  
Such premises basically mean “Taking into consideration the fact that…” and play a relevant role: they                
integrate and better clarify the meaning of the articles which compose the legal act and the context in which the                    
rules are set.  
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BISON Guideline 

If a CC established outside the EU acting as data controller or processor uses BISON to offer goods                  
or services to persons in the EU or to monitor their behaviour, it must comply with the GDPR.  

Iit is worth highlighting that the GDPR refers to the data of ‘data subjects who are in the Union’,                   
not ‘EU citizens’ - that is, the GDPR does not discriminate between citizens and non-citizens: its                
rules should be followed irrespective of the nationality of the data subjects. What matters is the                
place in which they are, either in Europe or not in Europe. 

If a CC established in the EU acting as data processor processes data on behalf of a non-EU client -                    
the data controller - for the same purposes, it must comply with the GDPR. 

 

3.1.3 Lawfulness of processing 

Personal data may be lawfully processed only upon the conditions set by the GDPR, that is with the                  
consent of the data subject for one or more specific purposes, or where processing is necessary                
[See whereas 40, art. 6]: 

● for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party or to comply with a                  
request of the data subject before entering into a contract; 

● for the controller to comply with a legal obligation; 

● to protect the vital interests of the data subject or another person; 

● for the controller to perform a task in the public interest or in the exercise of official                 
authority; 

● to protect the legitimate interests of the controller or a third party, preserving the interests or                
fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject. 

BISON Guideline 

CCs should not request consent: 

● to process their Clients’ data for the purpose of performing contracts with them (i.e. to               
provide the services foreseen in the contracts),  or  

● to satisfy a request of the Client before the contract is made, or 
● where acting as controllers – to comply with obligations set by the law. 

Instead, an explicit, specific consent always needs to be obtained to contact a person (e.g. a                
customer or a client’s customer) for commercial purposes (outbound calls). 

 

3.1.4  Consent of the data subject 

Informing the data subject and obtaining his consent have been set as fundamental pillars of the EU                 
data protection legislation. At present, however, some Member States still do not require, as a general                
rule, an explicit consent to be obtained to lawfully process a person’s data. 

“Consent” is intended as any indication of the data subject’s agreement to the processing of his                
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personal data. In order to be valid, it must be: 

● freely given: not provided under any constraint; consent is not free where the data subject has                
no genuine or free choice or is unable to refuse or withdraw consent without detriment, when                
it is imposed (e.g. in relation to commercial communications) to enter into a contract, or to                
receive a service, as such consent would not be necessary per se for such purposes;  

● specific: referred to one or more specific acts of processing and given for specific and clearly                
indicated purposes; consent is not lawful if it does not allow separate consents to be given to                 
different processing operations; 

● informed: before giving his consent, the data subject must receive specific and detailed             
information on processing as set by the GDPR; 

● unambiguous: clear, not confusing. 

Consent must be provided either with: 

● a clear, affirmative statement, such as a written statement, also by electronic means (i.e.              
ticking a box on a web page), or an oral statement; pre-ticked boxes do not constitute consent;  

or  

● a clear affirmative action: an affirmative conduct, which clearly indicates the data subject’s             
acceptance of the proposed processing (i.e. choosing technical settings for Information           
Society Services); a lack of reaction, silence or inactivity by the data subject does not equal to                 
consent. 

Merely getting consent with possibly incomprehensible requests, as before, is no longer sufficient:             
requests  for consent must comply with specific requirements - namely: 

● if presented in the context of a written declaration which also concerns other matters, they               
must be clearly distinguishable from the other content, in an intelligible and easily             
accessible form, drafted in clear and plain language and must not contain any unfair terms.               
Any part of such declarations which constitute an infringement of the GDPR shall not be               
binding; 

● if presented by electronic means, they must be clear, concise and not unnecessarily             
disruptive to the use of the service for which they are provided. 

The processing of “special categories of data” is allowed only if the data subject gives his explicit                 
consent.  

Finally, the consent may be withdrawn at any time: obviously, this will not affect the lawfulness of                 
processing carried out before withdrawal. However, withdrawing consent must be as easy as to give it.                
[See whereas 32, 42, 43, 51, art. 7] 

BISON Guideline 

CCs who record and process customers’ data should comply with rules on lawful consent.  

CCs acting as data controllers should provide a detailed information sheet to their customers              
before starting any processing act and obtain explicit consent to the specific purposes in the sheet. 
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The consent is valid if referred to a specific processing, or purpose. It may not be deemed valid if it                    
is requested for several, diverse purposes or if the performance of a contract is subordinated to the                 
consent for commercial purposes. 

CCs acting as data processors should check that their Clients acting as data controllers have               
obtained a lawful consent by their customers in compliance with the GDPR and that this consent                
allows data processor CCs to make calls to their Clients’ customers and to receive calls from them                 
in a lawful way. 

Since the BISON system can be expected to work “in tandem” (whatever this means: on top of,                 
embedding, side by side...) with other CC solutions, it could be advisable to understand the               
“conceptual boundary” of BISON w.r.t. other existing systems, if any, so as to identify the possible                
need of new /updated customers’ consents for new purposes. 

BISON should therefore make it possible to:  

a) check that there is a valid proof of lawful consent  

b) allow the data subject to withdraw his consent at any time  

c) check in real time that the person to be called has not withdrawn his consent. 

Attention shall be paid to national laws on the lawful use of numbers from telephone directories and                 
updated opt-out lists should be made available and integrated with the list of customers to be called                 
in real time, to avoid calling unauthorized numbers. 

Consent can never be deduced from the subject’s inaction or silence, i.e. if the data subject does not                  
react to unwanted commercial calls, this does not in any case imply that he has given consent and                  
that processing is lawful or has become lawful. 

 

3.1.5 Child’s consent in Information Society Services 

The GDPR foresees a specific protection for children, seen as inexperienced persons, less aware of               
processing risks and of their rights as customers.  

Special attention shall be paid in case their personal data are used for marketing or profiling purposes.                 
In particular, any information and communication addressed to a child should be in clear and plain                
language, so that any child can easily understand. 

In relation to the offering of information society services directly to a child, the processing of the                 
personal data of a child shall be lawful where the child is at least 16 years old. Where the child is                     
below the age of 16 years, such processing shall be lawful only if and to the extent that consent is                    
given or authorized by the holder of parental responsibility over the child.  

National laws may agree to lawful data processing without parental consent at a lower age for these                 
purposes, but not below 13 years. 

The GDPR also considers the possible will to withdraw, as an adult, the consent once given as a child;                   
this concerns in particular the removal of information from the Internet. The data subject should have                
the right to request deletion of any of his personal data collected when he was a child.  
[See whereas 38, 58, 65, art. 8] 
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BISON Guideline 

CCs services may not be deemed in themselves “Information society services” (ISS), namely “any              
service normally provided for remuneration, at a distance, by electronic means and at the              
individual  request  of  a  recipient  of  service”. 

However, BISON shall implement appropriate measures – taking into consideration the available            
technology – to verify that, in case of processing of personal data of a child, the consent is given or                    
authorized by the holder of parental responsibility over the same child. 

As concerns the age estimation, BISON can actually help enforcing having the parental consent for               
minors. Although the estimation is not 100% reliable, with the identification of “youth” category,              
the CC can proceed to other means of verifying the age. 

Appropriate keywords should be identified and specific phrases suggested to the CC agent to deal               
with children in a plain, simple language, comprehensible for their age, when requesting consent. 

Available technology should be used by controllers to verify, where applicable, that consent is              
given or authorized by the actual holder of parental responsibility over the child, who may not                
always be a parent (or a specific parent). 

 

3.1.6 Information to be provided to the data subject 

Providing the data subject with specific, detailed information on processing before recording his data              
is an obligation already foreseen in the DPD. However, while presently the information to be provided                
is quite limited and basic, with the GDPR its content has been heavily integrated. 

Information must be provided by the data controller, both in case data are obtained directly from the                 
data subject and where data are obtained indirectly from third parties.  

The data controller must expressly state the possible intention to transfer personal data to a non-EU                
country or international organization, mentioning the legal basis for lawfulness of such transfer (e.g.              
the data subject’s consent, an adequacy decision by the Commission, suitable safeguards, the             
adherence of U.S. recipients to the Privacy shield , etc.). 

7

The information must include the period of time during which the personal data will be processed, or,                 
should this be impossible, the criteria adopted to determine such period. This may not be easy to                 
determine, as it depends on the kinds of data, on the relationship with the data subject, on the services                   
to be provided, etc. 

It should also be specified: 

● whether the provision of personal data is a statutory or contractual requirement;  

● whether it is needed to enter into a contract;  

● whether the data subject is obliged to provide the personal data and of the possible               
consequences of failure to provide such data; 

● the existence of automated decision-making, including profiling, meaningful information         
about the logic involved, the significance and the envisaged consequences. 

7 For more information on the EU-US Privacy Shield, please see this Deliverable, Section No. 3. 
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If data are not collected from the data subject, further information must be provided, concerning: 

● the categories of personal data undergoing processing; 

● the source of the personal data, in particular whether data were publicly accessible. 

Besides, the modalities and timing for the provision of information in case of indirect collection of                
data have also been specified; this should happen: 

● within a reasonable period after obtaining the data, within one month at the latest; 

● at the latest at the time of the first communication to that data subject, where data are used for                   
communication purposes;  
- or -  
at the latest when they are first disclosed, if data are meant to be disclosed to another                 
recipient. [whereas 32, 42, art. 12, 13] 

BISON Guideline 

CCs acting as data controllers should comply with rules as concerns lawful information and process               
customers’ data only after full information has been provided before the first data processing act.               
Later, further specific information may be necessary, e.g. to record the phone conversation, as in               
case of quality control. 

CCs acting as data processors should check that their Clients acting as data controllers have               
submitted a lawful information in compliance with the GDPR to their customers. Such information              
may not always be made available to CCs. A reference should at least be made in the service                  
contracts with the Clients. 

BISON should make it possible to keep evidence of the data protection information provided by               
agents to customers whose speech data are processed by the system. 

Data subjects should receive transparent, clear information on how BISON processes their personal             
data and have easy access to it. 

In mentioning the intention to transfer data outside the EU in the information sheet, controllers must                
be aware that personal data transfers to non-EU countries may not only occur where data are                
materially sent to a non-EU recipient (e.g. when the database of recordings is transferred to an                
outsourcer, a partner or a branch office outside the EU), but possibly also where cloud services are                 
used for data storage and management.  

Cloud service contracts should be carefully checked not only from the technical and             
cost-effectiveness viewpoints, but also in relation to the guarantees of compliance with the GDPR              
principles and rules. 

Automated functionalities should be introduced to correctly manage data retention, so as to process              
only those data, whose foreseen storage period has not yet expired. 

Data processed by CCs are often used for profiling purposes, in order to provide targeted,               
customized offers and services to the customers. An automated system should be able to select the                
data for which a specific consent to profiling has been given and manage the possible withdrawal of                 
such consent in real time. 
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3.1.7 Processing for further purposes 

Data controllers may intend to further process personal data in their possession for purposes different               
from the ones for which such data had been originally collected (e.g. marketing, profiling, research               
and development, statistics, etc.). 

If further processing for a different purpose:  

● is based on the data subject’s consent: the controller must previously provide relevant             
information to the data subject, specifying the further purpose. If data have been gathered              
from different sources and the origin of data cannot be ascertained, at least general              
information should in any case be provided; 

● is not based on the data subject's consent or on a Union or Member State law: the controller                  
shall take action to ascertain whether such further processing is compatible with the initial              
purpose.  

In assessing compatibility, the controller must take into account, among other issues, the following              
criteria [See whereas 50, 61, art. 6, 13]: 

(a) any link between the purposes for which personal data have been collected and the purposes               
of the intended further processing; 

(b) the context in which personal data have been collected, in particular keeping into account the               
relationship between data subjects and controller; 

(c) the nature of the personal data, in particular whether special categories of personal data, or               
data related to criminal convictions and offences are processed; 

(d) the possible consequences of the intended further processing for data subjects; 

(e) the existence of appropriate safeguards (i.e. encryption or pseudonymization). 

BISON Guideline 

If a CC wishes to process personal data for a different purpose, not originally foreseen in the                 
information sheet, it should check whether such new purpose is compatible with the purposes for               
which data have been originally collected, based on the principles set by GDPR, art. 6. 

Such information may be provided orally during a telephone conversation with a CC agent. 

The IT systems used by the CC should enable information support to the agent (e.g. keywords,                
content of the information to be provided) and be able to keep track of the explicit consent given by                   
the customer and thus provide evidence, if necessary.  

 

3.2 Obligations and responsibilities of Data Controllers and Processors 

3.2.1 Demonstration of compliance 

An interesting and relevant transversal aspect of the GDPR is that it not only foresees duties and                 
responsibilities for data controllers and processors, but also imposes on them to be able to give timely                 
and concrete evidence of having complied in practice with applicable rules, to protect personal data               
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and safeguard data subjects’ rights. 

In particular, controllers and/or processors must be able to demonstrate: 

● compliance with the fundamental principles for personal data processing (accountability); 

● that the data subject has given consent to the processing of his data; 

● that the compelling legitimate interest of the controller overrides the interests or the             
fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject, where processing is necessary for the              
controller to perform a task in the public interest or to exercise official authority; 

● that a data breach is unlikely to imply risks for the data subject, where applicable; 

● compliance of processing activities with the GDPR, including the effectiveness and           
appropriateness of the technical and organizational measures adopted and risk          
identification, also via the adoption of:  

● internal policies, 

● adherence to approved codes of conduct or certification mechanisms; 

● records of processing activities; 

● implementation of measures which meet the principles of data protection by           
design and by default; 

● a data protection impact assessment. 

[See whereas 42, 69, 74, 77, 78, 81, 82, 85, 90, art. 5, 7, 21, 24, 28, 35] 

BISON Guideline 

To comply with demonstration obligations, CCs must act both from the organizational and from              
the technical viewpoints.  

BISON, as integrated with the CCs’ IT systems and software, may contribute to gathering,              
processing and storing relevant information to be possibly used as electronic evidence.  

In particular the BISON system documentation may support CCs in demonstrating the application             
of the principles of “privacy by design” and “privacy by default”. 

 

3.2.2 Abolition of notification to the Supervisory authority 

A substantial change introduced by the GDPR concerns the abolition of the general obligation to               
notify the processing of personal data to the Supervisory authorities, as foreseen by Directive              
95/46/EC, in force until 24 May 2018.  

It has been observed by the legislator that up until now such indiscriminate obligation has implied                
substantial administrative and financial burdens, without contributing to a widespread improvement of            
personal data protection. 

The notification of processing should be replaced by effective procedures and mechanisms which             
should be more focussed on the kinds of processing operations which are likely to imply a high risk                  
for data subjects, in consideration of their nature, scope, context and purposes.  
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Examples thereof may be processing operations which [See whereas 89]: 

● involve new technologies, or  

● are of a new kind and where no data protection impact assessment has been carried out, or  

● become necessary in the light of the time that has elapsed since the initial processing. 

BISON Guideline 

The abolition of the general notification will provide a substantial simplification of BISON             
procedures for CCs without at the same time reducing the level of protection of data subjects.  

BISON developers and users should keep updated on possible new procedures and means that may               
be introduced both at EU and at national level as concerns data processing which may be                
considered as implying high risks for data subjects, in particular with reference to the involvement               
of new technologies. 

  

3.2.3 Records of processing 

Both controllers and processors have an obligation to keep adequate documentation on processing             
activities. The GDPR has introduced the obligation for certain controllers and processors to maintain a               
record of the processing activities under their responsibility, instead of a general notification to the               
supervisory authority as required by Directive 95/46/EC. 

This is imposed on: 
● enterprises or organizations employing at least 250 persons;  
● data controllers and processors of any size who carry out processing likely to result in a                

risk to the rights and freedoms of data subjects, the processing is not occasional, or the                
processing includes special categories of data or personal data relating to criminal            
convictions and offences. 

Records should be in writing, included in electronic form. They should be made available to the                
supervisory authority upon request. 

The table below reports a synthesis of the mandatory information to be inserted in data protection                
records [See whereas 13, 82, art. 30]. 

Table 4 - Records of processing 

Data controllers Data processors 

Name and contact details, possible joint      
controller, representative and data protection     
officer 

Name and contact details of processor(s) and of        
each controller on behalf of which it is acting, of          
possible controller's or processor's representative     
and data protection officer; 

N/A 
Categories of processing carried out on behalf of        
each controller 

Purposes of processing N/A 
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Description of categories of data subjects and       
categories of personal data 

N/A 

Categories of past and prospective recipients,      
both in Europe and in third countries or        
international organizations 

N/A 

Possible transfers of personal data to third       
countries or international organizations,    
identification of the third country or      
international organization; where applicable,    
documentation of suitable safeguards 

Same obligation 

Where possible, the envisaged time limits for       
erasure of the different categories of data 

N/A 

Where possible, a general description of      
technical and organizational security measures     
adopted. 

Same obligation 

 
 

BISON Guideline 

Beside large corporations with >250 employees, also smaller CCs using BISON may be obliged              
to hold data processing records: gathering large amounts of biometric data (voice recordings)             
and processing them for profiling and marketing purposes might be regarded to as a processing               
implying possible risks for data subjects. 

Records take an overall, detailed picture of data management by CCs. They require a deep               
analysis - and possibly a rethinking - of company procedures and IT management. 

BISON functionalities allow their users to implement decisions taken to comply with the GDPR              
rules, which can be fully reflected in the records.  

 

3.2.4 Principle of accountability 

Controllers shall not only be responsible for, but also be able to demonstrate compliance with the                
fundamental principles of personal data processing: 

● lawfulness, fairness and transparency; 

● purpose limitation; 

● data minimization; 

● accuracy; 

● storage limitation; 

● integrity and confidentiality. 

These mostly confirm the fundamental principles as set by the EU Data Protection Directive. The               
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expressly, newly introduced ones are [See whereas 39, 85, art. 5]: 

● transparency of processing towards the data subject; 

● integrity and confidentiality, to ensure appropriate data security.  

BISON Guideline 

Data controllers should adopt policies and implement appropriate measures to ensure and be able to               
demonstrate law-abiding personal data processing – e.g., keep documentation, implement data           
security requirements, perform a data protection impact assessment, comply with prior           
authorization or prior consultation requirements; designate a Data Protection Officer (DPO).  

They must implement mechanisms to verify the effectiveness of such measures, also by way of               
independent internal or external auditors. 

 

3.2.5 Impact assessment 

Some types of processing may imply a high risk to the rights and freedoms of data subjects. This                  
possibility, according to the EU legislator, should be assessed taking into account the nature, scope,               
context and purposes of the processing, also in connection with the use of new technologies.  

A data protection impact assessment (DPIA) is required, in particular, in the following cases: 

● systematic and extensive evaluation of personal aspects based on automated processing,           
profiling, where decisions affecting/having a legal effect on the data subject are taken on the               
basis of such data processing; 

● processing on a large scale of special categories of data; or 

● systematic monitoring of a publicly accessible area on a large scale. 

In such cases, data controllers must assess the impact of prospective processing operations on              
personal data protection.  

A single assessment may address a set of similar processing operations that present similar high risks.                
The assessment shall contain at least [See art. 35]: 

(a) a systematic description of the envisaged processing operations and the purposes; 
(b) an assessment of the necessity and proportionality of the processing operations in relation to              

the purposes; 
(c) an assessment of the risks to the rights and freedoms of data subjects; and  
(d) the measures foreseen to address such risks, i.e. safeguards, security measures and mechanisms             

for data protection and to demonstrate compliance with the GDPR. 

BISON Guideline 

If processing operations may imply specific risks for data subjects, e.g. when profiling or              
processing special categories of data, CCs acting as controllers or processors should carry out an               
impact assessment, which should include the envisaged measures, safeguards and mechanisms for            
ensuring the protection of personal data and for demonstrating the compliance with the GDPR.  
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The GDPR points out that this assessment should in particular apply to newly established large               
scale filing systems, which are intended to process large amounts of personal data and affect a                
large number of data subjects. This is in fact the case of BISON, which – after project lifetime, in a                    
commercial context – will imply the processing of big speech data. 

 

3.2.6 Prior consultation 

Controllers should consult their national Supervisory Authority (SA) before starting processing if,            
following a data protection impact assessment, it emerges that the processing would imply a high risk                
for data subject if mitigating measures are not adopted.  

The controller must provide detailed information: 

● responsibilities of the controller, joint controllers and processors involved in the processing,            
in particular within a group of undertakings; 

● purposes and means of processing; 

● measures and safeguards to protect the rights and freedoms of data subjects; 

● where applicable, contact details of the Data Protection Officer;  

● data protection impact assessment;  

● any other information upon request of the supervisory authority. 

If the supervisory authority deems that the intended processing would not comply with the GDPR, in                
particular where risks are insufficiently identified or mitigated, it may provide written advice to the               
controller and, if necessary, exercise its powers (e.g. issue warnings or reprimands, impose actions,              
limit or ban processing, etc.). 

Member State law may require controllers to consult with, and obtain prior authorization from, the               
supervisory authority in relation to processing by a controller for the performance of a task carried out                 
in the public interest, including processing in relation to social protection and public health. 

[See whereas 84, art. 36] 

BISON Guideline 

BISON may enable to provide necessary data, information and support for data controllers to better               
assess the possible need for the consultation of Supervisory Authorities and support controllers in              
drafting any communication to the SAs. 

If CCs carry out tasks that may be referred to as being performed in the public interest, they should                   
verify the provisions set by their applicable national laws. 

 

3.2.7 The Data Protection Officer 

The GDPR introduces a new figure: the Data Protection Officer (DPO). Its appointment is              
mandatory for the public sector, except for courts. 
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As concerns the private sector, it is foreseen for enterprises acting either as controller or processor: 

● of large dimensions, i.e. with 250+ employees, or  

● of any dimension whenever their core activities consist of  
(a) processing operations requiring regular and systematic monitoring of data subjects on a             
large scale, owing to their nature and/or purposes, or  
(b) processing on a large scale of special categories of data and data relating to criminal                
convictions and offences. 

A single DPO may be appointed for several public authorities or bodies, in consideration of their                
structure and size or for a group of undertakings. In other cases, the DPO may be designated                 
voluntarily or where imposed by Union or Member State law, either by individual controllers or               
processors or by the associations representing them. 

The DPO must be selected on the basis of professional qualities, in particular, expert knowledge of                
data protection law and practices and the ability to fulfil his tasks. The DPO may be an employee of                   
the controller or processor, or an external professional acting on the basis of a service contract. 

Contact details of the DPO must be published and communicated to the Supervisory Authority. 

From the position viewpoint, the DPO should: 

● be involved, properly and in a timely manner, in all issues related to personal data               
protection;  

● be supported by the data controller or processor in performing his tasks and be provided the                
necessary resources, access to personal data and processing operations, and to maintain his             
expert knowledge; 

● not receive any instructions concerning the exercise of his tasks; 

● not be dismissed or penalized by the controller or the processor for performing his tasks; 

● directly report to the highest management level of the controller or the processor. 

He may be contacted by data subjects on all issues related to their personal data processing and to                  
the exercise of their rights. He has an obligation of secrecy/confidentiality in compliance with              
applicable law and must not have any conflict of interest in relation to other professional tasks and                 
duties. 

From the task viewpoint, as a minimum the DPO should: 

● inform and advise the controller or the processor and their employees of their legal              
obligations; 

● monitor compliance with applicable data protection rules at EU and national level and with              
the controller’s or processor’s internal policies, where available, including the assignment of            
responsibilities, awareness-raising, staff training, audits; 

● give advice where requested on the data protection impact assessment and monitor its             
performance; 

● cooperate with the supervisory authority and act as contact point. 

[See whereas 77, 97, art. 33, 35, 37, 38, 39] 
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BISON Guideline 

CCs using BISON may have the duty to appoint a DPO, if they are of large dimensions or because                   
they systematically monitor data subjects or process of special categories of data on a large scale. 

It is advisable that BISON is designed and developed so as to be properly configurable, allow                
proper access and privileges to the DPO, but also help to provide evidence either of infringements                
by the DPO or demonstrate his correctness. 

 

3.2.8 Notification of personal data breaches 

The GDPR has introduced an obligation to notify personal data breaches to the Supervisory Authority. 

Should a data breach occur, controllers must send a notification to the competent Supervisory              
authority without undue delay; where feasible within 72 hours after having become aware of it. In                
case of delay, motivations must be provided. Such notification is not mandatory in case the personal                
data breach is unlikely to result in a risk to the rights and freedoms of data subjects.  

It a processor becomes aware of a a personal data breach, it shall notify the controller without undue                  
delay. 

The notification must have at least the following content: 

● nature of the personal data breach including the categories and approximate number of             
data subjects concerned and the categories and approximate number of personal data            
records concerned; 

● name and contact details of the data protection officer or other contact point where more               
information can be obtained; 

● description of the likely consequences of the personal data breach; 

● description of the measures taken or proposed to be taken by the controller to address the                
personal data breach, including measures to mitigate its possible adverse effects. 

If all the above information cannot be provided at the same time, it may be provided in phases without                   
undue further delay. 

The controller also has the obligation to document any personal data breaches, including the facts,               
effects and the remedial action taken in relation to the data breach. Such documentation will be used                 
by the supervisory authority to verify compliance. 

[See whereas 85, 87, 88, art. 33] 

BISON Guideline 

If a data breach occurs, it should be possible for data controllers and processors to detect it, to                  
gather detailed information about it and take appropriate action as soon as possible. So, CCs acting                
as controllers should get the necessary elements to be able either to assess whether the breach poses                 
risks on the data subjects or not and, if necessary, to send the notification timely. Processors should                 
have all elements to duly inform data controllers and enable them to notify properly. 

BISON should help its users to demonstrate that the data breach may not be linked to its design,                  
development, implementation or configuration functionalities. While the possible incorrect use of           
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the system by CCs is out of BISON control, the BISON commercial product should be provided                
together with technical instructions and pointers to the main legal implications, to create awareness,              
in particular, on the relevance of GDPR provisions. 

 

3.2.9 Communication of personal data breaches 

The GDPR has introduced a further obligation on data controllers towards data subjects. In case a                
personal data breach may imply a high risk for rights and freedoms of data subjects, the controller                 
must communicate the breach to them without undue delay. Such a communication must describe in               
clear and plain language the nature of the personal data breach and contain at least the following                 
information and measures: 

● name and contact details of the Data Protection Officer or other contact point where more               
information can be obtained; 

● description of the likely consequences of the personal data breach; 
● description of the measures taken or proposed to be taken to address the personal data breach,                

including, where appropriate, measures to mitigate its possible adverse effects. 

The communication is not mandatory if: 
● appropriate technical and organizational protection measures have been implemented and          

applied to the data affected by the breach, in particular measures which make data              
unintelligible to unauthorized persons, such as encryption, or 

● measures have been adopted after the breach, which ensure that the high risk should not               
occur, or 

● it would involve disproportionate effort. In this case, the individual communication may be             
substituted by a public one or similar measure. 

If the breach is not communicated to the data subject, the Supervisory authority may either:  
● impose it on the data controller in case a high risk may emerge, or 
● decide that any of the conditions which make the communication non-mandatory are met. 

[See whereas 86, 87, art. 34] 

BISON Guideline 

CCs which are data controllers shall adopt a procedure to communicate personal data breaches in               
case of high risks to the rights and freedoms of data subjects.  

The communication is not required if the controller demonstrates to the supervisory authority that it               
has implemented appropriate technological protection measures, and that such measures were           
applied to the data affected by the breach. Such measures shall, in particular, render the data                
unintelligible to non-authorized persons. 

The impact on BISON is basically the same as above: from the design viewpoint, data controllers                
should be able to demonstrate that there are no design flaws at the roots of the data breach; from the                    
usage viewpoint, to create awareness on the relevance of GDPR provision. 
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3.2.10 Tasks and responsibilities of data processors 

The role and tasks of the data processor have been defined more clearly, and stronger responsibilities                
have been foreseen .  

8

Processors must provide guarantees to implement appropriate technical and organizational          
measures to abide by the GDPR and ensure the protection of data subject’s rights. 

A relevant, newly introduced rule makes it possible for processors to appoint “sub”-processors , with              
9

the prior specific or general written authorization of the controller.  

This little rule is meant to overcome a frequent problem, especially in the area of on-line services and                  
also Contact Centers. Before the GDPR, if a controller “A” (e.g. the CC’s client) appointed a                
processor “B” (e.g. the CC) and “B” in turn needed to outsource certain activities implying personal                
data processing to “C” (e.g. the CMS), the only way to allow C to process lawfully the data of which                    
A is controller would be the formal direct appointment of C as data processor by A. This is often                   
difficult, if not impossible to achieve in practice, as there is usually no contractual relationship               
between A and C and sometimes A is not even supposed - or allowed - to know C’s identity . 

10

The appointment of processors must be based on a contract or other binding legal act, made in writing,                  
also in electronic form. Such act must include: 

● the subject-matter and duration of the processing; 

● the nature and purpose of the processing; 

● the type of personal data and categories of data subjects; 

● the obligations and rights of the controller; 

● documented instructions by the controller; 

● obligation of confidentiality of all persons authorized to process data. 

The data processor must in particular: 

● follow the data controller’s instructions; 

● ensure confidentiality by all personnel involved in processing; 

● implement appropriate technical and organizational security measures; 

● assist the controller to ensure compliance, fulfil obligations and respond to data subjects’             
requests; 

● if requested, delete or return all personal data to the controller after the data processing               
service has been completely provided, and deletes existing copies unless storage is required             
by law; 

● demonstrate compliance with legal obligations, contribute to audits, inspections, by the           

8 In the GDPR, data processors keep the same role as in the DPD, i.e. of entities (legal or natural person) acting, i.e.                       
processing personal data on behalf of a controller. 
9 The term “sub-processor” is not expressly defined in the GDPR and has been introduced in this Section for substantial                    
clarity of its role and position. 
10 It is the case, for example, of service tenders, which allows the contractor to subcontract certain tasks and activities to third                      
parties without prior authorization by the client.  
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controller or other auditors; 

● immediately inform the controller if it deems that an instruction infringes the law and in               
particular the GDPR. 

The same obligations are imposed on the sub-processor engaged by a processor acting on behalf of a                 
controller. Obligations must be laid down in a written contract or other binding legal act. In particular,                 
the sub-processor must implement appropriate technical and organizational measures. If the           
sub-processor fails to fulfil its data protection obligations, the processor will remain fully liable              
towards the controller. 

To comply with their duties and demonstrate sufficient guarantees to implement security measures,             
processors may adhere to approved codes of conduct or approved certification mechanisms.  

Contracts and legal acts between controllers, processors and sub-processors may be based, in whole or               
in part, on standard contractual clauses. These may be laid down by the European Commission and                
Supervisory Authorities.  

Processors must be aware of the fact that – in case they infringe the GDPR by determining the                  
purposes and means of processing, they will be considered themselves controllers, with all consequent              
duties and responsibilities. 

[See whereas 18, 36, 77, art. 28] 

BISON Guideline 

BISON should contribute to enabling CCs operating as data processors on behalf of a controller to                
ensure and demonstrate  legal compliance and protection of data subjects’ rights.  

It should allow data processors to act according to the possibly different provisions of contracts               
with various controllers and the relative instructions. This may concern, among others, data             
transfers to non-EU countries, which may be allowed by certain controllers and prohibited by              
others. Also the technical security levels as requested by controllers may differ. 

It should contribute to enabling processors to assist controllers and respond to data subjects’              
requests. 

Processors should not process personal data other than as instructed by the controller, otherwise              
they shall be considered to be a controller in respect of that processing and shall be subject to the                   
rules on joint controllers, including all obligations imposed on controllers by the law. 

The respect of the data subject’s consent (or denial of consent, e.g. for commercial purposes)               
expressed to the controller should be ensured through the whole chain of data processing subjects,               
from the controller to the processor to the sub-processor. 

 

3.2.11 Certification mechanisms, data protection seals and marks 

The GDPR introduces the possibility to establish voluntary certification mechanisms and data            
protection seals and marks.  

These may enhance transparency and compliance with the GDPR, allowing data subjects to quickly              
assess the level of data protection of relevant products and services and should be encouraged. 
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Certification mechanisms may contribute to demonstrating: 

● compliance with the principles of data protection by design and by default by data controllers;  

● compliance with the provisions on security of processing; 

● existence of appropriate safeguards for controllers and processors not subject to the GDPR. 

The certification does not reduce or limit the responsibilities of controllers and processors and does               
not affect the control powers of Supervisory Authorities. 

[See whereas 100, art. 25, 42] 

BISON Guideline 

Using BISON may contribute to demonstrating the legal compliance in IT-supported CC activities,             
in particular as concerns the protection of personal data, the adoption of tools and configuration               
functionalities, which enable the respect of fundamental principles, such as data minimization, and             
the adoption of appropriate security measures. 

This may also contribute to demonstrating the possible compliance with the requirements set by              
Certification mechanisms. 

 

3.2.12 SME-specific provisions 

The legislator has shown awareness that the GDPR should not be applied in the same way to all data                   
controllers or processors, irrespective of their dimension. A large corporation and a micro enterprise              
have very different needs and resources as concerns data protection. 

The specific needs of SMEs  are thus expressly taken in consideration: 
11

● derogations are introduced for companies with fewer than 250 employees; 

● codes of conduct and certification mechanisms should be drafted also in consideration of the              
dimension of controllers and processors; 

● the Commission should adopt specific measures for SMEs; 

● Member States and Supervisory Authorities are encouraged to take into account the specific             
needs of micro, small and medium enterprises at national level. 

However, certain provisions meant for large enterprises may also apply to small ones, in specific               
cases. 

Records of processing, for example, must be kept also by enterprises employing less than 250 persons,                
if the processing they carry out is likely to result in a risk to the rights and freedoms of data subjects,                     
the processing is not occasional, or the processing includes special categories of data (“sensitive              
data”). 

 [See whereas 13, 98, 167, art. 40, 42] 

 

11 For the notion of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises please see the Annex to Commission Recommendation                 
2003/361/EC, art. 2 and also http://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/business-friendly-environment/sme-definition_it.  
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BISON Guideline 

BISON should be designed and developed to be adopted both by large corporation and SME               
Clients. Some BISON partners and prospective BISON customers are SMEs and should thus keep              
informed on the nation-specific data protection rules which may apply to them.  

BISON may imply also the processing of large amounts of data, including special categories of data                
and the profiling of data subjects.  

Care should thus be taken by SMEs in verifying those rules designed for large companies, which                
may also apply to them in particular cases (i.e. records of processing). 

 

3.3 Rights of data subjects 

3.3.1 Right to object 

Similarly to what was foreseen in the DPD, the GDPR recognises the data subject a right to object to                   
the processing of his personal data in specific situations. 

The data subject has the right to object, on grounds relating to his particular situation, at any time to                   
processing of his personal data, including profiling based on those provisions.  

The controller shall no longer process the personal data unless it demonstrates compelling             
legitimate grounds which override the interests, rights and freedoms of the data subject or for the                
establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims. 

If personal data are processed for direct marketing purposes – which may be the case of BISON - the                   
data subject has the right to object at any time to processing of his personal data, including for                  
profiling purposes related to such direct marketing. 

Where the data subject objects to processing for direct marketing purposes, the personal data shall no                
longer be processed for such purposes. 

Before or at the time of the first communication with the data subject, the right to object must be                   
explicitly brought to his attention and be presented clearly and separately from any other              
information. 

In data are processed to offer information society services, the data subject may exercise this right by                 
automated means using technical specifications. 

If personal data are processed for scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes,              
the data subject has the right to object to data processing, unless the processing is necessary for the                  
performance of a task carried out for reasons of public interest. This last aspect is relevant in the field                   
of R&D, also in EU projects such as BISON: beneficiaries should always check that the given consent                 
allows for all project activities to be lawfully performed. 

[See whereas 50, 59, 69, 70, 73, art. 15, 21] 

BISON Guideline 

BISON should be able to handle requests of the data subject based on his rights of access and                  
request for intervention. 
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The information on the right to object to personal data processing for direct marketing purposes               
shall be explicitly and clearly made available, distinct from other information, such as contracts,              
terms and conditions, etc. 

If the data subject has validly exercised his right to object for direct marketing and/or profiling                
purposes, BISON should allow for correct performance of the legal obligations, i.e. stop processing              
the data subjects’ personal data for the identified purposes. 

If Information Society Services are offered to the data subject, BISON should contribute to              
enabling the data subject to exercise this right by automated means. 

In carrying out research activities, as in the BISON project, the exception may apply, should any                
task be performed for reasons of public interest. 

 

3.3.2 Right to erasure (right to be forgotten) 

The data subject has the right to obtain from the controller the erasure of personal data concerning him                  
without undue delay and the controller shall have the obligation to erase personal data without undue                
delay in specific cases set by law: 

● processing no longer necessary;  

● withdrawal of consent;  

● objection to processing; 

● data unlawfully processed; 

● erasure in compliance with a legal obligation of the controller; 

● data collected for the provision of Information Society Services. 

If a controller has made personal data public, it should take reasonable steps, also using available                
technology and other means, including technical measures, to inform the controllers which are             
processing the personal data of the data subject's request.  

Other controllers should erase any links to, or copies or replications of those personal data.  

Specific exceptions are foreseen, when processing is necessary, e.g. [See whereas 65, 66, art. 17]: 

● to exercise the right of freedom of expression and information; 

● to comply with a legal obligation or for public interest or in the exercise of official authority                 
by the controller; 

● for statistical or research purposes; 

● to establish, exercise, defend legal claims. 

BISON Guideline 

BISON should allow data controllers and processors to perform a law-abiding personal data             
erasure, e.g. when data are no longer necessary, when the data subject has withdrawn consent or                
objects to processing, when processing is not compliant with the GDPR, etc. 
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However, attention shall be paid to the cases in which the law excludes the possibility to exercise                 
this right, in particular as concerns legal obligations to keep record of specific data (i.e. for fiscal                 
purposes) and to be able to defend a right before court. 

CC personnel should be adequately informed on the difference between simply deleting a file or               
any other content from their computer and destroying it so that it cannot be recovered. 

 

3.3.3 Right to restriction of processing 

Restriction of processing is intended to as “the marking of stored personal data with the aim of                 
limiting their processing in the future”. 

Data subjects have the right to obtain from the controller restriction of processing if: 

● the accuracy of personal data is contested by the data subject, for a period enabling the                
controller to verify whether data are accurate or not; 

● processing is unlawful and the data subject opposes the erasure of data and instead requests               
the restriction of their use; 

● controller no longer needs the data for the purposes of the processing, but such data are                
required by the data subject for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims. 

If processing has been restricted (except for storage), the data may only be processed: 

● with the data subject's consent, or  

● for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims, or  

● for the protection of the rights of another natural or legal person, or  

● for reasons of important public interest of the Union or of a Member State. 

If restriction of processing is lifted, the controller must inform the data subject. 

Restriction may be achieved with different methods, such as: 

● temporarily moving the selected data to another processing system;  

● making the selected personal data unavailable to users; 

● temporarily removing published data from a website.  

[See whereas 67, 156, art. 18] 

BISON Guideline 

In automated filing systems, as is the case with BISON, the restriction of processing following the                
data subject’s request should be ensured by technical means, so that the personal data are not                
subject to further processing operations and cannot be changed.  

The fact that the processing of personal data is restricted should be clearly indicated in the system. 

 

3.3.4 Right to data portability 

To strengthen the data subjects’ control over their personal data when processing is carried out with                
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automatic means, the new right to data portability has been introduced. 

The data subject has the right to: 

● receive his personal data in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format; 

● transmit data to another controller without hindrance from the controller to which the             
personal data have been provided; or 

● have data transmitted directly from one controller to another – where technically feasible –              
if processing: 

● is based on consent or on a contract, and 

● is carried out by automated means. 

The exercise of the right to data portability shall be without prejudice to the right to erasure. This                  
latter shall not apply to processing necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public                  
interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller. 

The right to data portability must not negatively affect the rights and freedoms of others. 

Data controllers should develop interoperable formats that enable data portability, but they should             
not be obliged to adopt or maintain processing systems which are technically compatible.  

This right, however, should not be exercised towards controllers who process personal data in the               
exercise of their public duties.  

Therefore, it should not apply if processing is necessary for the controller: 

● to comply with a legal obligation; or  

● to perform a task in the public interest or in the exercise of an official authority.  

[See whereas 68, 73, 156, art. 20] 

BISON Guideline 

Data controllers should be able: 
a) to extract a copy of all personal data to be processed with BISON in a common, structured                  
electronic format to be handed to data subjects upon their request, or directly to another data                
controller; 
b) to allow data subjects to transmit their personal data and any other information provided by                
them and retained by an automated processing system into another one, in an electronic format. 

Data portability is usually the task of systems other than speech data mining (e.g. CRM, etc.).                
BISON may provide users with their voice-prints but there is still no full compatibility among               
producers and vendors of SID technologies, therefore this provision may be of complex concrete              
application as concerns such types of data (e.g. voice-prints). 

However, if data have been fully anonymized so that it is no longer possible to re-identify the data                  
subject, this provision does not apply. 

Whenever data have been pseudonymized, instead, they are still regarded to as personal data and               
portability should be insured. 
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3.4 Member State-specific aspects 

Being an EU Regulation, the GDPR is directly applicable in all European Member States. However,               
this does not mean that the rules will be absolutely identical in all States. Member States may                 
incorporate elements of the GDPR into their national law for coherence and better comprehension.              
Besides, they are allowed to maintain or introduce national provisions to further specify the              
application of the GDPR, in particular as concerns sector-specific laws.  

In specific conditions, Member States may adopt more restrictive legal provisions on rights and              
obligations, whenever it is deemed necessary to safeguard relevant interests (e.g. prevention of             
threats to public security, investigation, detection or prosecution of crimes, execution of criminal             
penalties, anti-money laundering, forensics, etc.). 

State-specific provisions may concern, in particular: 

● conditions for lawful processing: Member States may determine more precisely the           
conditions under which the processing of personal data is lawful [whereas 10, art. 6]; 

● genetic data, biometric data or data concerning health [whereas 53, art. 9]; 

● restriction by law of certain obligations and rights to safeguard specific important interests             
(e.g. public security, prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences,           
execution of criminal penalties, anti-money laundering, forensic laboratories) [whereas 19]; 

● prior authorization from the Supervisory Authority for processing in the public interest, in             
relation to social protection and public health [art. 36];  

● special categories of data (“sensitive data”) [whereas 10, 51]; 

● age for child’s consent to data processing for the provision of Information Society Services              
[art. 8]; 

● status of deceased persons [whereas 27]; 

● processing of data by competent authorities [whereas 19]; 

● additional powers of Supervisory Authorities [art. 58]; 

● nature of penalties (criminal or administrative) [whereas 152]; 

● rules on criminal penalties for infringements of the GDPR [whereas 149]; 

● rules on administrative fines on public administrations and bodies [art. 83]; 

● rules on other penalties which are not subject to administrative fines [art. 84]; 

● reconciliation between protection of personal data and right of freedom of expression (e.g.             
for journalistic purposes, for academic, artistic or literary expression) [whereas 153, art. 85]; 

● processing of national identification numbers [art. 87]; 

● protection of the rights and freedom in processing employees’ personal data [art. 88]; 

● rules on the powers of Supervisory Authorities in relation to controllers or processors who              
are bound to an obligation of professional secrecy [whereas 164, art. 90]. 
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BISON Guideline  

CCs should be aware of Member State-specific rules which apply to them, in particular with               
reference to the processing of big speech personal data with automated, electronic means. 

CCs should on the one side configure BISON to comply with national rules and on the other side                  
possibly provide input to IT developers and integrators for further development and            
improvement/addition of functionalities to keep the system up to date and in line with              
nation-specific provisions and with the evolution of the law. 

 
4. Migration path from DPD to GDPR 

In this Section we compare the provisions of the EU Data Protection Directive still in force until 24th                  
May 2018 with those introduced by the General Data Protection Regulation, with the twofold goal of                
getting acquainted with the new rules, and supporting BISON partners, as well as data controllers and                
processors in planning and managing the delicate transition stage, which necessarily starts from             
checking the status of current compliance requirements, both as concerns Contact Centers and IT              
developers and integrators.  The comparison is structured according to the following main topics: 

● General scope and Territorial scope 
● Personal vs. anonymous data:  

● Anonymization and Pseudonymization 
● Legal requirements:  

● Information to the data subject 
● Requirements for lawful processing 
● Child’s consent for Information Society Services 
● Notification to the supervisory authority 

● Citizens aspects:  
● Change of purpose  
● Access to the data and rectification, Right to erasure and Right to object 
● Notification and Communication of personal data breaches 

● Technical aspects:  
● Data portability 
● Data protection by design / by default, Security measures, Impact assessment 
● Records of processing activities 

● Data management:  
● Data processors  
● Notification and Communication of personal data breaches  
● Certification 
● Transfer of personal data to non-EU countries 

● Authorities:  
● Prior consultation 
● Designation of the Data Protection Officer 
● Supervisory authority 
● European Data Protection Board 
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Table 5 - Migration Path from DPD to GDPR 

Objectives and 
principles 

DPD GDPR 

General scope The DPD applies to the processing of       
personal data wholly or partly by      
automatic means, and to the     
processing other than by automatic     
means of personal data which form      
part of a filing system or are intended        
to form part of a filing system.       
Exceptions: data processing   
concerning public security, defence,    
household activities, etc. (art. 3). 

Same general scope.  

New exception: data processing by EU      
institutions, bodies, offices and    
agencies. It is not regulated by the GDPR        
but covered by Regulation (EC) No.      
45/2001 (art. 2). 

Territorial 
scope 

The Directive applies to the     
processing 

a) carried out in the context of the        
activities of an establishment of the      
controller in a Member State, 

b) by a controller not established in       
the Member State, but in a place       
where its national law applies by      
virtue of international public law; 

c) by a controller not established in the        
EU who, to process personal data, uses       
equipment, automated or otherwise,    
situated in said Member State, unless      
such equipment is used only for      
purposes of transit through the     
Community. 

In the circumstances of paragraph 1      
(c), the controller must designate a      
representative established in that    
Member State (art. 4). 

The GDPR applies to the processing of       
personal data: 

a) in the context of the activities of an         
establishment of a controller or a      
processor in the Union, regardless of      
whether the processing takes place in the       
Union or not; 

b) of data subjects residing in the Union        
by a controller not established in the       
EU, where the processing activities are      
related to: 

● the offering of goods or services,      
irrespective of whether a payment     
of the data subject is required, to       
such data subjects in the Union;      
or 

● the monitoring of their behaviour     
as far as their behaviour takes      
place within the Union. 

It applies to the processing of personal       
data by a controller not established in the        
Union, but in a place where the national        
law of a Member State applies by virtue        
of public international law (art. 3). 

Anonymization The principles of data protection apply      
to any information concerning an     
identified or identifiable person. 

Same basic concept: the principles of data       
protection should apply to any     
information concerning an identified or     
identifiable natural person.  
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To determine whether a person is      
identifiable, account should be taken     
of all the means likely reasonably to       
be used either by the controller or by        
any other person to identify the said       
person. 

The principles of protection shall not      
apply to data rendered anonymous in      
such a way that the data subject is no         
longer identifiable. 

Codes of conduct may be a useful       
instrument for providing guidance as     
to the ways in which data may be        
rendered anonymous and retained in a      
form in which identification of the      
data subject is no longer possible      
(whereas 26). 

To determine whether a natural person is       
identifiable, account should be taken of      
all the means reasonably likely to be       
used, such as singling out, either by the        
controller or by another person to identify       
the natural person directly or indirectly.  

To ascertain whether means are     
reasonably likely to be used to identify       
the natural person, account should be      
taken of all objective factors, such as the        
costs of and the amount of time required        
for identification, taking into    
consideration the available technology at     
the time of the processing and      
technological developments. 

The principles and rules of data      
protection therefore do not apply to      
anonymous information, namely   
information which does not relate to an       
identified or identifiable natural person or      
to personal data rendered anonymous in      
such a manner that the data subject is not         
or no longer identifiable.  

The GDPR does not therefore concern      
the processing of such anonymous     
information, including for statistical or     
research purposes (whereas 26). 

Pseudo- 
nymization 

Not expressly mentioned or regulated     
by the DPD. 

For the purposes of the GDPR      
“pseudonymization” means the   
processing of personal data in such a       
way that the data can no longer be        
attributed to a specific data subject      
without the use of additional     
information, as long as such additional      
information is kept separately and subject      
to technical and organizational measures     
to ensure non-attribution to an identified      
or identifiable person (whereas 26, art. 4). 

Unlike anonymization, which cuts    
completely the link between the the data       
subject and the data relating to him,       
making re-identification impossible (with    
standard means), pseudonymization still    
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enables re-identification, although not in a      
direct and immediate way.  

Data which has undergone    
pseudonymization, which could be    
attributed to a natural person by the use of         
additional information, should be    
considered as information on an     
identifiable person (whereas 26). 

Applying pseudonymization to personal    
data reduces the linkability of a dataset       
with the original identity of a data subject        
and can reduce the risks to data subjects        
and support controllers and processors in      
complying with data protection    
obligations. Pseudonymization may be    
adopted besides other data protection     
measures, which are not precluded     
(whereas 28). 

Pseudonymizing personal data as soon as      
possible may in itself be regarded to as a         
security measure (whereas 78, art. 32),      
also in relation to data protection by       
default (art. 25) and codes of conduct (art.        
40), as well as a “safeguard” (art. 6). 

Pseudonymization may be applicable    
within the same controller; additional     
information to attribute the personal data      
to a specific data subject should be kept        
separately and the persons authorized to      
process the personal data should be      
indicated (whereas 29). 

Information to 
the data subject 

The DPD requires that the controller or       
his representative must provide an     
information to data subject “at the time       
of undertaking the recording of     
personal data”.  

The information shall contain at least: 

the identity of the controller and of his        
representative, if any; 

the purposes of the processing; 

any further information, such as, the      
recipients or categories of recipients of      

Same obligation, based on same principle      
(art. 13-14).  
Additional information not previously    
foreseen is introduced as mandatory. 
Information to be provided if personal data       
are collected from the data subject: 
the identity and the contact details of the        
controller and, where applicable, of the      
controller's representative; 
the contact details of the data protection       
officer, where applicable; 
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the data and the existence of the right        
of access to and the right to rectify the         
data concerning him (art. 10-11). 

the purposes of the processing for which       
the personal data are intended and the legal        
basis for the processing; 
if applicable, the legitimate interests     
pursued by the controller or by a third        
party; 
the recipients or categories of recipients of       
the personal data, if any; 
where applicable, the intention of the      
controller to transfer personal data to a       
third country or international organization     
and the existence or absence of an       
adequacy decision by the Commission, or      
the appropriate or suitable safeguards and      
the means by which to obtain a copy of         
them or where they have been made       
available; 
the period for which the personal data       
will be stored, or if not possible, the        
criteria used to determine that period; 
the existence of the right to request from        
the controller access to and rectification or       
erasure of personal data or restriction of       
processing concerning the data subject or      
to object to processing as well as the right         
to data portability; 
if applicable, the existence of the right to        
withdraw consent at any time, without      
affecting the lawfulness of processing     
based on consent before its withdrawal; 
the right to lodge a complaint with a        
supervisory authority; 
whether the provision of personal data is a        
statutory or contractual requirement, or a      
requirement necessary to enter into a      
contract, as well as whether the data       
subject is obliged to provide the personal       
data and of the possible consequences of       
failure to provide such data; 
the existence of automated    
decision-making, including profiling and,    
at least in those cases, meaningful      
information about the logic involved, as      
well as the significance and the envisaged       
consequences of such processing for the      
data subject. 
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This information obligation does not apply      
if the data subject already has this       
information. 
Further information to be provided if      
personal data have not been obtained from       
the data subject: 
the categories of personal data concerned; 
from which source the personal data      
originate, and whether it came from      
publicly accessible sources. 
Information should be provided: 
within a reasonable period after obtaining      
the personal data, at the latest within one        
month; 
if the personal data are to be used for         
communication with the data subject, at      
the latest at the time of the first        
communication to that data subject; or 
if a disclosure to another recipient is       
envisaged, at the latest when the personal       
data are first disclosed. 
Information shall not be provided if: 
it proves impossible or would involve a       
disproportionate effort, or is likely to      
render impossible or seriously impair the      
achievement of the objectives of     
processing. The controller shall take     
appropriate measures to protect data     
subject's rights; 
obtaining or disclosure is expressly laid      
down by Union or Member State law       
which provides appropriate measures to     
protect the data subject's legitimate     
interests; or 
where the personal data must remain      
confidential subject to an obligation of      
professional secrecy regulated by Union or      
Member State law, including a statutory      
obligation of secrecy. 

Requirements 
for lawful 
processing 
(including 
consent) 

Personal data may be processed only if: 

the data subject has unambiguously     
given his consent; or 

processing is necessary for the     
performance of a contract to which the       
data subject is party or to take steps at         

Basically same rule, same principle (art.      
6). 

Some concepts have been further     
specified and new mandatory provisions     
have been added. 
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the request of the data subject prior to        
entering into a contract; or 

processing is necessary for compliance     
with a legal obligation to which the       
controller is subject; or 

processing is necessary in order to      
protect the vital interests of the data       
subject; or 

processing is necessary for the     
performance of a task carried out in the        
public interest or in the exercise of       
official authority vested in the     
controller or in a third party to whom        
the data are disclosed; or  

processing is necessary for the     
purposes of the legitimate interests of      
the controller or by third party or       
parties to whom data are disclosed,      
except where such interests are     
overridden by the interests for     
fundamental rights and freedoms of the      
data subject  (art. 7).  

In order to be valid, consent must be: 
- free, 
- informed, 
- explicit 
- unambiguous. 

Consent to the processing must refer to       
one or more specific purposes. 

Processing is necessary in order to protect       
the vital interests of the data subject or of         
another natural person. 

Processing is necessary for the     
performance of a task carried out in the        
public interest or in the exercise of official        
authority vested in the (no longer in third        
parties to whom data are disclosed). 

Member States may maintain or     
introduce more specific provisions. 

Conditions for consent have been     
introduced: 

Controller shall be able to demonstrate      
that the data subject has consented to       
processing of his or her personal data. 

If the data subject's consent is given in the         
context of a written declaration which      
also concerns other matters, the request      
for consent shall be presented in a manner        
which is clearly distinguishable from the      
other matters, in an intelligible and easily       
accessible form, using clear and plain      
language. Any part of such a declaration       
which constitutes an infringement of this      
Regulation shall not be binding. 

Data subject has the right to withdraw       
consent at any time. The withdrawal of       
consent shall not affect the lawfulness of       
processing before its withdrawal. Before     
giving consent, the data subject shall be       
informed thereof. To withdraw must be as       
easy as to give consent. 

Consent is not freely given whether,      
among others, the performance of a      
contract, including the provision of a      
service, is subordinated to consent to the       
processing of personal data that is not       
necessary for the performance of the      
same contract (art. 7). 
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Child’s consent 
for ISS 

No specific rules for child’s consent,      
either in general or in relation to ISS is         
foreseen. 

If information society services (ISS) are      
offered directly to a child, the processing       
of his personal data shall be lawful where        
he is at least 16 years old.  

If the child is below 16 years, such        
processing is lawful only if and to the        
extent that consent is given or authorized       
by the holder of parental responsibility      
over the child. 

Member States may set a lower age for        
said purposes but it may not be below 13         
years. 

Controller shall make reasonable efforts     
to verify in such cases that consent is        
given or authorized by the holder of       
parental responsibility, using available    
technology (Art. 8). 

These rules shall not affect national      
contract law of Member States as      
concerns the validity, formation or effect      
of a contract involving a child.  

Notification to 
the supervisory 
authority 

A general obligation to notify the      
supervisory authority is foreseen: the     
controller or his representative, if any,      
must notify the supervisory authority     
before carrying out any wholly or      
partly automatic processing operation    
or set of operations for a single purpose        
or several related purposes.  

Simplifications or exemptions may be     
foreseen at national level in specific      
cases (art. 18-19). 

The indiscriminate general notification    
obligation is abolished. 

It has been replaced by effective      
procedures and mechanisms focussed    
instead on processing operations which     
are likely to present specific risks to the        
rights and freedoms of data subjects.  

 

Records of 
processing 
activities 

No obligation to set up and maintain       
data protection records is foreseen. 

The GDPR introduces the obligation for      
controllers and processors to maintain a      
record of processing activities under     
their responsibility, instead of a general      
notification to the supervisory authority     
required by Directive 95/46/EC (art. 30). 

Impact 
assessment 

No impact assessment obligation is     
foreseen. 

If a type of processing, in particular using        
new technologies, is likely to imply a       
high risk to the rights and freedoms of        
natural persons, the controller must carry      
out an assessment of the impact of the        
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envisaged processing operations on    
personal data protection. 

To assess the risk, the controller should       
take into account the nature, scope,      
context and purposes of the processing.  

A single assessment may be referred to a        
set of similar processing operations which      
imply similar high risks (art. 35). 

Prior 
consultation 

No prior consultation of Supervisory     
authorities is imposed by the DPD. 

Controller must consult the supervisory     
authority before processing if the impact      
assessment shows that the processing     
would imply a high risk without      
mitigating measures (art. 36).  

Detailed information must be provided,     
including measures and safeguards. 

Supervisory authority will determine    
whether the intended processing would     
infringe the GDPR or not, in particular       
whether the controller has sufficiently or      
insufficiently identified or mitigated the     
risk. 

Change of 
purpose 

The DPD foresees that the purposes of       
processing further to collection shall     
not be incompatible with the purposes      
as they were originally specified     
(whereas 28, art. 6). 

If the controller intends to further      
process personal data for a different      
purpose than that for which the data were        
collected, he shall provide specific     
information to the data subject before the       
further processing (art. 13). 

Access to the 
data and 
rectification 

The DPD recognizes data subjects the      
right to obtain from the controller: 

(a) without constraint at reasonable     
intervals and without excessive delay     
or expense: 

- confirmation as to whether data      
relating to him are being processed and       
information at least as to the purposes       
of the processing, the categories of data       
concerned, and the recipients or     
categories of recipients, 

- communication to him in an      
intelligible form of the processed data      
and of any available information as to       
their source, 

Basically same rule, same principle (art.      
15). 

Information which may be requested by      
the data subject has been further specified;       
data subjects also have the right to       
request information on: 

● recipients in third countries or     
international organizations; 

● envisaged period for which the     
personal data will be stored, or, if       
not possible, the criteria used to      
determine such period; 

● existence of the right to request      
restriction of processing;  
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- knowledge of the logic involved in       
any automatic processing of his data at       
least in the case of the automated       
decisions; 

(b) as appropriate the rectification,     
erasure or blocking of data in case they        
are unlawfully processed, in particular     
where data are incomplete or     
inaccurate; 

(c) notification to third parties to whom       
the data have been disclosed of any       
rectification, erasure or blocking    
performed in compliance with (b),     
unless this proves impossible or     
involves a disproportionate effort (art.     
12). 

● right to lodge a complaint with a       
supervisory authority; 

● the existence of automated    
decision-making, including  
profiling and the significance and     
the envisaged consequences of    
such processing for the data     
subject; 

● appropriate safeguards if   
personal data are transferred to a      
third country or to an international      
organization; 

Controller shall provide a copy of the       
processed data. If the data subject makes       
the request in electronic form, unless      
otherwise requested, information must be     
provided in a common electronic form      
(art. 15-16). 

Right to erasure 
(“right to be 
forgotten”) 

The DPD foresees that every     
reasonable step must be taken to ensure       
that data which are inaccurate or      
incomplete, in consideration of the     
purposes for which they were collected      
or for which they are further processed,       
are erased or rectified. 

The GDPR enhances significantly the     
erasure of data in specific cases,      
regulating explicitly the “right to     
erasure” or “right to be forgotten”. 

Data subjects have the right to obtain       
from the controller the erasure of      
personal data and the controller must      
erase such data without undue delay      
where one of the following grounds      
applies: 

(a) personal data are no longer necessary       
in relation to the purposes for which they        
were collected and then processed; 

(b) data subject withdraws consent     
previously given in relation to common      
personal data and/or special categories of      
data and there is no other legal ground for         
the processing; 

(c) data subject objects to the processing       
on grounds relating to his particular      
situation and there are no overriding      
legitimate grounds for the processing, or      
where personal data are processed for      
direct marketing purposes, including    
profiling; 
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(d) personal data have been unlawfully      
processed; 

(e) personal data must be erased to       
comply with a legal obligation in Union       
or Member State law to which the       
controller is subject; 

(f) personal data have been collected to       
offer information society services. 

If data have been made public, the       
controller must erase them and, taking      
account of technology and costs, he shall       
take reasonable steps, including technical     
measures, to inform controllers which     
are processing the data of the request of        
erasure of any links to, or copy or        
replication of, those personal data. 

Specific exceptions are foreseen: the     
above rules do not apply if processing is        
necessary: 

● to exercise the right of freedom      
of expression and information; 

● to comply with a legal obligation      
by Union or Member State law to       
which the controller is subject or      
to perform a task in the public       
interest or in the exercise of      
official authority vested in the     
controller; 

● for reasons of public interest in 
the area of public health; 

● for archiving purposes in the     
public interest, scientific or    
historical research purposes or    
statistical purposes, if the right to      
erasure may render impossible or     
seriously impair the objectives of     
the processing; 

● for the establishment, exercise or 
defence of legal claims. (whereas 
65-66; art. 17). 

Data portability No specific data portability right is      
foreseen by the DPD. 

The right to data portability has been       
introduced. The data subject has the right       
to: 
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● receive his personal data in a      
structured, commonly used,   
machine-readable form and   
transmit them to another    
controller; 

● have his data transmitted from     
his controller to another    
controller, if technically feasible    
(art. 20). 

Right to object 

 

The data subject has the right to object        
at any time to the processing of his        
personal data: 

on compelling legitimate grounds    
relating to his particular situation,     
except where otherwise provided by     
national legislation; 

on request and free of charge for direct        
marketing. 

He has the right to be informed before        
such data are disclosed for the first       
time to third parties or used on their        
behalf for direct marketing purposes,     
and to be expressly offered the right to        
object free of charge to such      
disclosures or uses (art. 14). 

Basically same rule, same principle (art.      
21) 

Concepts have been further specified. 

In addition: the right shall be explicitly       
presented to the data subject in an       
intelligible manner and shall be clearly      
distinguishable from other information. 

Data protection 
by design and by 
default 

The DPD requires the adoption of      
appropriate technical and   
organizational measures, both at the     
time of the design of the processing       
system and at the time of the       
processing itself (whereas 46). 

While the DPD only mentions the design       
stage in a whereas, the GDPR explicitly       
sets two relevant principles: data     
protection by design and data     
protection by default.  

This implies additional tasks and     
responsibilities for controllers: 

● when determining the means for     
data processing and during the     
processing itself, controllers must    
implement appropriate technical   
and organizational measures to    
implement data protection   
principles. Such measures should    
be effective and include necessary     
safeguards; 

● controllers shall also implement    
appropriate technical and   
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organizational measures to ensure    
that, by default, only personal     
data which are necessary for     
each specific purpose.  

By default personal data should not be       
made accessible without an individual's     
intervention to an indefinite number of      
natural persons. 

Data processors The DPD does not provide specific      
indications on the role and     
responsibilities of data processors. 

The role and tasks of data processors       
have been defined more clearly and      
stronger responsibilities have been    
foreseen (art. 28). 

In particular, they should provide     
sufficient guarantees to implement    
appropriate technical and   
organizational measures to ensure that     
processing complies with the GDPR and      
that the rights of data subjects are       
protected. 

Security 
measures 

The data controller must implement     
appropriate technical and   
organizational measures to protect    
personal data against accidental or     
unlawful destruction or accidental loss,     
alteration, unauthorized disclosure or    
access, in particular where the     
processing involves the transmission of     
data over a network, and against all       
other unlawful forms of processing.  

The processor shall provide sufficient     
guarantees on technical security    
measures and organizational measures.    
The contract or legal act between      
controller and processor must specify     
that data processors must comply with      
security measures as set by data      
protection law as applicable in their      
own Member State (art. 17). 

Basically same principle, more specified     
concepts. 

Not only the controller but also the       
processor must implement appropriate    
technical and organizational measures.    
The measures shall be adopted following      
an evaluation of the risks (art. 32). 

Specific responsibilities and tasks have     
been imposed on data controllers. 

Controllers must implement appropriate    
technical and organizational measures    
to ensure and be able to demonstrate that        
data are processed in accordance with      
the GDPR: 

● in choosing such measures, it     
must take into account the nature,      
scope, context and purposes of     
processing as well as the risks for       
the rights and freedoms of data      
subjects; 

● such measures must be reviewed     
and updated if necessary; 
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● such measures shall include the     
implementation of appropriate   
data protection policies by the     
controller. 

Controllers should adopt internal policies     
in order to demonstrate compliance with      
the GDPR and application of appropriate      
technical and organizational measures    
(whereas 78). 

Adhering to approved codes of conduct      
or approved certification mechanisms    
may contribute to demonstrating    
compliance with the controller’s    
obligations (art. 24). 

Notification of 
personal data 
breaches 

In case of personal data breaches, no       
notification obligation is foreseen by     
the DPD. 

The GDPR introduces an obligation to      
notify personal data breaches to the      
supervisory authority. 

If a personal data breach occurs, the       
controller shall without undue delay and,      
where feasible, not later than 72 hours       
after having become aware of it, notify the        
personal data breach to the supervisory      
authority, unless the personal data breach      
is unlikely to result in a risk for the rights          
and freedoms of individuals. Delayed     
notifications must be accompanied by a      
reasoned justification. 

The notification must contain detailed     
information on the data breach. 

Controller shall document any personal     
data breaches, comprising the facts     
surrounding the breach, its effects and the       
remedial actions taken (art. 33). 

Communication 
of personal data 
breaches 

In case of personal data breaches, no       
communication obligation is foreseen    
by the DPD. 

Besides notifying the data breach to the       
supervisory authority, a further obligation     
has been imposed on data controllers.  

In case a personal data breach may imply        
a high risk for data subjects, the       
controller shall also communicate the     
personal data breach to the data subject       
without undue delay (art. 34). 
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Specific information on the data breach      
must be provided. 

Exceptions are foreseen in which     
communication is not mandatory (e.g.     
where appropriate measures have been     
adopted). 

Designation of 
the Data 
Protection 
Officer (DPO) 

The figure of the data protection officer       
is not foreseen by the DPD. 

The GDPR introduces a mandatory Data      
Protection Officer: 

● for the public sector (except     
courts);  

● for the private sector only for      
large enterprises or also for     
SMEs whenever the core    
activities of the controller or     
processor consist of processing    
operations requiring regular and    
systematic monitoring on a large     
scale (art. 37-39). 

Certification The DPD does not contemplate any      
certification, or data protection seals     
and trustmarks. 

The GDPR introduces the possibility to      
establish certification mechanisms and    
data protection seals and marks (Art.      
42). These legal tools are meant to       
demonstrate compliance of processing    
by controllers and processors with the      
provisions of the GDPR. 

The burden to establish them is on       
Member States, Supervisory authorities,    
the Board and the EC.  

Transfer of 
personal data to 
non-EU 
countries 

Personal data transfers outside the EU      
are only allowed if the third country in        
question ensures an adequate level of      
protection.  

Where the Commission finds that a      
third country does not ensure an      
adequate level of protection, Member     
States shall take measures to prevent      
any transfer of data to the third country        
in question. 

Transfers of data to a country not       
offering an adequate level of protection      
may take place in specific cases, such       
as: 

It is based substantially on the same       
principles, however rules are much more      
detailed and articulated. 

Transfers to non-EU countries may be      
deemed lawful in case of: 

● an adequacy decision of the     
Commission; 

● the adoption of appropriate    
safeguards (es. standard data    
protection clauses); 

● binding corporate rules are    
followed; 

● an exception for transfer is     
foreseen. 
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- with the consent of the data subject,        
or 

- if the transfer is necessary for the        
performance of a contract between the      
data subject and the controller, or 
- for the conclusion or performance of       
a contract made in the interest of the        
data subject between the controller and      
a third party, or 
- if data are taken from a register        
which, according to applicable laws or      
regulations, is intended to provide     
information to the public and which is       
open to consultation (art. 25-26). 

In addition, the rules on data transfer       
apply to personal data transfers to      
international organizations.  

The Commission may decide that not      
only a third country but also a       
processing sector within that country     
does not offer an adequate level of       
protection. In such case, personal data      
transfer shall be prohibited unless     
appropriate safeguards, standard data    
protection clauses or binding corporate     
rules are adopted. 

As to data from public registers, the       
transfer shall not involve all personal data       
or entire categories of personal data.      
When the register is intended for      
consultation by persons having a     
legitimate interest, the transfer shall be      
made only at the request of those persons        
or if they are to be the recipients (art.         
44-49). 

Supervisory 
authority 

According to the DPD each Member      
State shall provide that one or more       
public authorities are responsible for     
monitoring the application within its     
territory of the provisions adopted by      
Member States on personal data     
protection (art. 28) 

Basically same rule, same principles.  

Supervisory authorities must protect the     
fundamental rights and freedoms of     
natural persons in relation to processing      
and facilitate the free flow of personal       
data within the Union (art. 51). 

Each national authority monitors and     
enforces the application of the GDPR,      
promotes public awareness and    
understanding of the risks, rules,     
safeguards and rights related to personal      
data processing, deals with complaints by      
data subjects, bodies, organizations or     
associations (art. 57).  

Each authority may: 
● carry out investigations,  
● request from controllers and    

processors access to all personal     
data and to all information     
necessary;  

● order the controller or processor to      
bring processing operations into    
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compliance with the GDPR, in a      
specified manner and within a     
specified period;  

● order the rectification, restriction    
or erasure of data;  

● impose an administrative fine, etc.     
(art. 58). 

European Data 
Protection Board 

The DPD regulates the setting up and       
activity of the so-said “Article 29      
Working Party”.  

It is an independent body with an       
advisory status, composed of    
representatives of national supervisory    
authorities, of Community institutions    
and bodies, and of the Commission. 

It has several tasks concerning the      
application of data protection rules,     
including ensuring uniform application    
at EU level, giving opinions and      
providing advice to the Commission. 

The Article 29 WP is substituted by the        
European Data Protection Board.  

It is a body of the Union with legal         
personality, composed of the head of one       
supervisory authority of each Member     
State and of the European Data Protection       
Supervisor. 

It acts independently and must neither      
seek nor take instructions from anybody. 

The Board’s general objective is to ensure       
the consistent application of the GDPR.      
In particular, it has monitoring and      
advisory tasks, issues guidelines, provides     
opinions to the Commission, etc. 
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SECTION II - IT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT ISSUES 
 
Several provisions of the EU Regulation address IT-related issues and are relevant for developers              
of technologies which are specifically meant to or can be used to process personal data, such as                 
BISON. 

1. Technological neutrality 

In order to avoid possible circumventions of the rules, the protection of personal data should be                
technologically neutral. Compliance with the GDPR should thus always be ensured irrespective of             
the techniques used for data processing, either electronic/automated or manual.  

It should be remembered that data protection rules concern personal data which are contained or               
intended to be contained in a filing system, while it does not apply to files or sets of files (including                    
their cover pages) which are not structured based on specific criteria. [See whereas 15] 

Impact on BISON 

The techniques developed in BISON are mostly based on machine learning from training data and               
as such, reflect the real behaviour of customers and CC agents.  

The choices made by the developers are mostly done in order to tune the system parameters, not to                  
influence its behaviour more in favour or against data protection.  

Therefore, BISON technologies may be largely seen as technologically neutral. 

2. Anonymization and identification 
Similarly as foreseen in the DPD, the GDPR also states that: 

● whenever identifying data are not needed to achieve the specific purposes of data processing,              
anonymous data should be used; 

● if data are anonymous, the principles of data protection do not apply, as data do not refer to an                   
identified or identifiable natural person. 

Data rendered anonymous should not enable the re-identification of the data subject. However, the              
DPD and the national rules currently in force do not provide specific indications as to what should be                  
intended as “anonymous”, as opposed to “identifiable”. The issue has been discussed by Art. 29 Data                
Protection Working Party (DPWP) , but not expressly by the legislator. If taken to theoretical              

12

extremes, only few data might be regarded to as really anonymous. 

Instead, the GDPR provides clear indications for this: to ascertain whether a natural person is               
identifiable, account should be taken of all the means reasonably likely to be used, such as singling                 
out, either by the controller or by another person to identify the natural person directly or indirectly.  

To determine what such means are, account should be taken of all objective factors, such as the costs                  
of and the amount of time required for identification, taking into consideration the available              
technology at the time of the processing and technological developments. 

12 Please see Art. 29 Data Protection Working Party (DPWP) Opinion 5/2014 on anonymization techniques, adopted on 10                  
April 2014, available at http://www.dataprotection.ro/servlet/ViewDocument?id=1085. 
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If the purposes for which a controller processes personal data do not or no longer require the                 
identification of a data subject by the controller, the controller shall not be obliged to maintain,                
acquire or process additional information in order to identify the data subject for the sole purpose of                 
complying with the GDPR. [See whereas 26,  art. 11] 

Impact on BISON 

BISON has been designed, developed and configured to minimize the use of personal data, if not                
strictly necessary to achieve the specific purpose(s) of the processing (e.g. a survey on customer               
satisfaction may be successfully performed by only recording and processing certain information on             
the interviewed person, such as age, gender, residence, income, etc. but not necessarily the real               
identity). 

When data need to be anonymized, BISON will use all reasonably available technological means              
for making the data anonymous, so that the individual may not be directly or indirectly identifiable.  

To determine whether a person is identifiable, CCs should consider all the means reasonably likely               
to be used, such as singling out, either by the controller or by another person to identify the natural                   
person directly or indirectly. 

BISON is being properly integrated both from the technical viewpoint, i.e. with available             
technologies already used by CCs but also from the organizational viewpoint, keeping into account              
the different roles of its users. For instance, in some cases, CC operators do not need to know the                   
customer’s identity (which cannot be anonymized, as it is needed to perform the contract) but a                
pseudonym or a number would be sufficient. Pseudonymization functionalities (discussed below)           
may help in this kind of situations. 

CCs should take into consideration all objective factors, such as the costs related to and the amount                 
of time required for identification, as well as the available technology at the time of the processing                 
and technological development. 

No special functionalities are currently foreseen in BISON to enable the identification of natural              
persons from non-identifying data processed by the system. 

 

3. Pseudonymization 
The GDPR expressly defines and regulates pseudonymization, which had not been done before by              
the legislator. 

Pseudonymization is intended as “the processing of personal data in such a manner that the personal                
data can no longer be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional                
information, provided that such additional information is kept separately and is subject to technical              
and organizational measures to ensure that the personal data are not attributed to an identified or                
identifiable natural person”. 

Unlike anonymization, pseudonymization falls within the GDPR ambit of application, as it still allows              
to identify a data subject, albeit indirectly.  

It can reduce the risks for data subjects and support controllers and processors in meeting their                
obligations. It may be regarded to as a measure to meet the principles of data protection by design                  
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and by default and to implement data protection principles, such as data minimization, in an effective                
manner and to integrate the necessary safeguards into data processing. [whereas 26, 28, 29, art. 32] 

Impact on BISON 

BISON has implemented pseudonymization functionalities to implement the GDPR principle of           
data minimization and necessity in data processing.  

BISON users can fully customize the system, avoiding the use of directly identifying data whenever               
not necessary, to prevent direct access to personal data to specific categories of collaborators and at                
the same time avoiding to anonymize data in a definitive way. 

CCs may thus assign different authorization levels and privileges to agents and supervisors,             
depending on their tasks and roles and decide, on the basis of their internal organizational               
procedures, who may have access to identifying data and who may not. 

Customers’ data, whenever needed, are stored for the required purposes (e.g. contract performance,             
service provision, etc.) and made accessible only to those who really need them.  

Besides, pseudonymization may be regarded to as a security measure, as it ensures a higher level of                 
security, appropriate to minimise risks.  

Pseudonymization is especially useful for speaker recognition, both in the development and            
deployment stages. True identities of speakers do not need to be known but it is very useful to                  
perform links between individual speakers, for example for the purposes of fraud detection. 

 

4. Data protection by design and by default 
So far, data protection laws have imposed on data controllers and processors the obligation to respect                
data protection rules and to adopt technical security measures to minimise risks for data subjects.  
The GDPR goes further: it sets the principle that data protection should be addressed at the earliest                 
possible stage, i.e. since the design of such measures, and be implemented by default. 

When choosing the means for processing and during processing activities, controllers should            
implement appropriate technical and organizational measures, such as pseudonymization, to          
effectively implement data protection principles, like data minimization and to integrate the            
necessary safeguards into the processing. 

To do this, they should consider different elements: 

● the state of the art; 

● the cost of implementation; 

● the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing;  

● the risks posed by processing. 

Adopting appropriate measures may also contribute to demonstrating compliance with data protection            
rules, enable data subjects to monitor data processing and the controller to create and improve security                
features.  

Besides, controllers must implement appropriate technical and organizational measures to ensure           
that, by default, only personal data which are necessary for each specific purpose of the processing                
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are processed. This concerns the amount of collected data, the extent of their processing, their               
storage period and their accessibility. 

These measures must also ensure that by default personal data are not made accessible to an                
indefinite number of natural persons without the individual's intervention. 

An approved certification mechanism may be used to demonstrate compliance with these            
requirements. [See whereas 78, 108, art. 25] 

Impact on BISON 

The principles of “privacy by design” and “privacy by default” are to be respected by data                
controllers when making decisions on the means to be used for data processing, technical and               
organizational security measures, etc. 

This logically implies that any IT system or software used to process data must necessarily enable                
them to address such principles properly and comply with the law. 

Developers of applications, providers of services and products which imply the processing of             
personal data – as is the case of BISON – must thus foresee a new requirement in their value chain:                    
to design and develop their products taking into account the right to data protection and make sure                 
that controllers and processors are never prevented from fulfilling any and all of their data               
protection obligations. 

Therefore, BISON has been conceived to be law-abiding from the very first design stages; it will                
also, by design, implement mechanisms to enable data controllers to ensure that the GDPR              
principles and rules are fully respected.  

In particular, such mechanisms shall ensure that by default personal data are not made accessible to                
an indefinite number of individuals. 

No certification mechanisms exist so far for speech data mining systems; BISON partners are ready               
to contribute to the creation of any certification methodologies and/or legislation pertaining to the              
technology they are working on. 

5. Security of processing 
It is foreseen by law that not only the data controller but also the data processor must implement                  
appropriate technical and organizational measures to prevent damages to data subjects, following            
a risk evaluation. 

In assessing data security risk, attention should be paid to issues such as accidental or unlawful                
destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure of, or access to, personal data transmitted, stored             
or otherwise processed, in particular where they may lead to physical, material or non-material              
damage, for example:  

● loss of control over their personal data;  

● limitation of their rights; 

● discrimination;  

● identity theft or fraud;  
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● financial loss;  

● unauthorized reversal of pseudonymization;  

● damage to reputation;  

● loss of confidentiality of personal data protected by professional secrecy; or  

● any other significant economic or social disadvantage to the natural person concerned. 

Appropriate measures should be adopted, to ensure a security level consistent with the risk, in               
consideration of: 

● the state of the art; 

● the costs of implementation; 

● the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing;  

● the risk of varying likelihood and severity for the rights and freedoms of natural persons. 

The GDPR foresees – among others – a set of possible measures to be adopted: 

● pseudonymization and encryption of personal data;  

● ability to ensure the ongoing confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of           
processing systems and services; 

● ability to restore the availability and access to personal data in a timely manner in case of a                  
physical or technical incident; 

● a process for regularly testing, assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of technical and             
organizational measures for ensuring the security of the processing. 

Adherence to an approved code of conduct or an approved certification mechanism may constitute              
elements by which controllers and processors may demonstrate compliance with security           
requirements. [See whereas 81, art. 32] 

Impact on BISON  

Possible risks for privacy in speech data mining technologies are twofold. 

On the one side, voice recordings may contain personal data which are mentioned by the speaker,                
i.e. data which may - directly or indirectly - lead to his identification.  

BISON has functionalities which may destroy identifying data selectively or pseudonymize them,            
making them inaccessible whenever not needed by specific categories of CC agents.  

On the other side, voice-prints are a unique trait of each individual and are in themselves regarded                 
to as biometric data (similarly to, for instance, fingerprints or retina scans). This means that, even                
when a recording does not contain personal data, the voice tone and pitch in themselves may lead to                  
identification .  13

This, of course, is not immediate: it would need to be linked with other personal information such                 
as name, address, birth date or ID number.  

13 For a further analysis of voice biometrics please see the following Section. 
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If data need to be fully anonymized, technical and organizational measures should be taken in order                
to minimize the risk that anonymized recordings may lead to the identification of the data               
subject/customer. 

However, speaker identification is being used more and more frequently in lieu of other means of                
identification. 

One of the relevant legal issues to be addressed for CC calls is actually the need to be sure that the                     
person on the other side of the line is really who he affirms to be, i.e. the owner of the line or the                       
identity confirming the making of a telephone contract.  

Also in this case, strong security measures are fundamental: the voice-print specimen database of a               
CC should never be prone to breaching or disclosure of any kind. 

The GDPR does not impose a specific list of mandatory security measures to be adopted, as is now                  
the case in certain national legal systems (such as Italy). It rather sets the criteria to be implemented                  
on a case by case basis and makes some examples.  

Thus, it is of fundamental importance that risk assessment and risk prevention, both from the               
organizational and from the technical viewpoints, are carried out with the utmost care and              
professionalism. 

BISON functionalities, integrated with CC software, should enable users to adopt GDPR-abiding            
security measures when used by any CC (data controller or data processor). 

BISON should also comply with future implementing acts by the Commission specifying security             
measures requirements (e.g. to prevent unauthorized access to personal data, unauthorized           
disclosure, reading, copying, modification, erasure or removal; ensure the verification of the            
lawfulness of personal data processing).  

Data processors and controllers should in addition carry out a preliminary risk evaluation, which              
will guide them in setting up the most appropriate security measures and adopt adequate              
procedures, both at internal level and when exchanging data with other subjects (e.g. clients,              
partners, cloud service providers, etc.). 

6. Speech as biometric data 
Biometrics refers to technologies that measure and analyse physical characteristics, for authentication            
or identification purposes. As to the voice, it may concern the analysis of the tone, pitch, cadence and                  
frequency of a person’s voice, aimed to determine if a certain person is who he/she declares to be.  

From a data protection perspective, biometric technologies are closely linked to certain physical,             
physiological, behavioural or even psychological characteristics of an individual, and some of them             
may  reveal sensitive data.  

Biometric data may also allow for automated tracking, tracing or profiling of persons and, as such,                
their potential impact on the privacy and the right to data protection of individuals is high .                

14

Moreover, biometric data are irrevocable: a breach concerning biometric data threatens the further             
safe use of biometrics as identifier and the right to data protection of the concerned persons, for which                  

14 See for an outlook Article 29 Working Party (2012), Opinion 3/2012 on developments in biometric technologies, WP193 
Brussels, 27 April 2012, at 
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/documentation/opinion-recommendation/files/2012/wp193_en.pdf 
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there is no possibility to mitigate the effects of the breach.  

Voice biometric authentication systems are based on measurements and comparisons of the biological             
characteristics of the individual with others previously checked and recorded in a database by a               
mechanism called enrolment. Every spoken word (of a predefined speech used as sample) is              
converted, by a chain of mathematical operations, into a person’s voice-print (also called ‘iVector’ in               
the R&D community), which is stored in the database. This shall be further interrogated to determine                
if a speaker is the person he/she claims to be, by comparing the stored voice-print with the speaker’s,                  
or even to determine which speaker, in a group of known speakers, most closely matches the unknown                 
speaker (and in this case we should more properly refer to identification systems, instead of               
authentication ones). 

The processing of biometric data is not only subject to the express, specific informed consent of the                 
data subject, but is also submitted to severe rules on security measures that must be adopted to protect                  
data (e.g., biometric information should always be stored in encrypted form, decryption keys should              
only be accessible on a need to know basis, the system should be designed in a way that allows to                    
revoke the identity link, either in order to renew it or to permanently delete it if the consent of the data                     
subject is revoked, etc. ). 

15

Impact on BISON  

As discussed above, BISON needs to manage such data with appropriate security measures and              
only when necessary, in compliance with customer’s consent 

7. Big data: the lawful management of huge data sets 
One of the most comprehensive definition available is probably that referring to big data as               
‘high-volume, high-velocity and high-variety information assets that demand cost-effective,         
innovative forms of information processing for enhanced insight and decision making’ . It normally             

16

refers, in first instance, to a huge mass of data that comes from a great variety of different sources and                    
cannot be managed or analysed through conventional ‘local’ techniques standing on a single server or               
desktop computer. 

At present, big data issues are extensively debated by politicians and researchers, for the huge               
potentialities of analytics technologies, their benefits and their potential threats to the protection of              
personal data and fundamental rights of individuals. Some authors deem it may be time to think, or                 
re-think, of ethics for big data , whose principles may serve as guidelines for controllers and other                

17

subjects involved in the processing of personal data.  

However, the current data protection principles are inherently flexible. Big data are, still, data, and               
their large amount, or great capability of giving structured information about an individual, as well as                
the risks related with storage and fair processing, does not necessarily mean that basic data protection                
principles no longer fit for the purpose, or that a new data protection paradigm is necessarily required.  

15 These examples of security measures (that may  change in relation to the specific context and processing of data) are taken 
from the cited Article 29 Working Party Opinion 3/2012 on developments in biometric technologies. 
16 Gartner IT Glossary, at http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/big-data. 
17 Richards, Neil M. and King, Jonathan H., Big Data Ethics (May 19, 2014). Wake Forest Law Review, 2014. Available at                     
SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2384174. 
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The GDPR highlights the fact that the risks to the rights and freedoms of data subjects may derive                  
from the processing of a large amount of data (the so-said “big data”).  

In case of large-scale processing operations, for example, a data protection impact assessment             
should be performed, in particular when the three following conditions apply: 

◦ a considerable amount of personal data is processed at regional, national or            
supranational level; and  

◦ processing may affect a large number of data subjects; and  

◦ processing is likely to result in a high risk (for example in case of sensitive data, use of                  
new technology on a large scale, operations which make it more difficult for data subjects               
to exercise their rights, etc.).  

Processing is not considered to be on a large scale if it concerns personal data from patients or                  
clients by an individual physician, other healthcare professional or lawyer. In these cases, a data               
protection impact assessment is not mandatory. 

If the core activities (i.e. primary activities) of a controller consist of processing operations requiring               
regular and systematic monitoring of data subjects on a large scale, or processing on a large scale                 
of special categories of data, a Data Protection Officer should be appointed to assist the controller                
or processor to monitor internal compliance with the GDPR .  [whereas 75, 91, art. 35, 37] 

18

Impact on BISON 

BISON deals with big data because of the large amount of data collected, not of the sources.                 
Possible issues generally related to big data which may apply to BISON include: 

- big data analytics can involve repurposing of personal data processing. If an organization has              
collected personal data for one purpose and then decides to start analysing it for completely               
different purposes (or to make it available for others to do so) then it needs to make its users                   
aware of this and a specific, informed user consent is needed. This is particularly important if                
the organization is planning to use the data for a purpose that is not apparent to the individual                  
because it is not obviously connected with the use of a service any use of personal data should                  
always be compatible with the purposes declared to the data subject; 

- a key aspect of big data is that they may in themselves contrast with the principle of data                  
minimization and relevancy. Collecting and processing big data might in principle raise            
questions, such as whether they may be excessive, or simply whether all of them are relevant.                
The challenge for organizations is to focus on what they expect to learn or be able to do by                   
processing big data before the beginning of processing operations, thus verifying that these             
serve the purpose(s) they are to be collected for, and, at the same time, that they are relevant                  
and not excessive in relation to such aim(s). 

Both of these issues have not been immediately relevant for BISON during project lifetime,              
because all data used during the project have been anonymized, so that they can no longer be                 
considered as personal data. 

In view of the commercial deployment of BISON, great attention has been paid by all BISON                
partners to the data subjects from the very first step of data collection. In particular, focus has been                  

18 For further information on the Data Protection Officer please see this Deliverable, Section 3.2.7. 
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put onto:  

- providing adequate and punctual information; 

- keeping into account the possible repurposing of the data for scientific research, while keeping              
in mind the notion of scientific research; 

- contractual agreement with the Client acting as data controller, and owner of the data; 

- taking care that the data are treated in respect to the relevancy and proportionality principles –                
for instance adopting anonymization techniques and ultimately focusing on the legal duty to             
be fair, which involves taking account of the user’s perspective and expectations. 
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SECTION III - BEYOND THE LAW: ETHICAL AND 
SOCIETAL ISSUES 
 

The automated processing of large amounts of biometric speech big data poses relevant issues also               
from the ethical and societal standpoints, in particular with respect to social acceptance.  

Despite all technical and organizational measures that can be taken to preserve and enhance security,               
and the utmost compliance with rules and regulations protecting users’ rights which strongly constrain              
the admissible use of personal data, the sole idea of (large quantities of) data being handled by an                  
automatic system - by definition outside the direct control of the final user - is often perceived as a                   
sort of a threat. 

This may be due to the “loss of control” feeling it suggests, from the psychological viewpoint,                
possibly associated with a limited technical and legal knowledge. 

Therefore, in this Section we provide an outline of the main ethical and societal issues implied by                 
BISON, both to ensure that it is fully law-abiding and also to contribute to its ethical functioning and                  
social acceptance.  

1. Ethics in BISON research 
The BISON partners have engaged to carry out their activities not only in compliance with applicable                
rules and regulations at international, EU and national level but also with wider ethical principles.               
These latter include the highest standards of research integrity as set, inter alia, in the European Code                 
of Conduct for Research Integrity. 

On the one side, this includes rules that any researcher must respect, i.e. to avoid any misconduct,                 
plagiarism, falsification, etc. This would apply to any research in general, of any kind, even when not                 
directly involving any ethical issue. 

On the other side, BISON research is conducted in a field, which may raise ethical issues as concerns                  
the processing of personal data. In this case, as foreseen by the Grant Agreement, the partners have                 
been requested to provide copies of: 

(a) any ethics committee opinion required under national law and 

(b) any notification or authorization for activities raising ethical issues required under national law. 

We have clarified with the European Commission that carrying out the research and development              
activities foreseen in the BISON project, both as concerns University partners and industrial partners,              
would not raise any specific ethics issue, nor the need for ethical approvals by competent Data                
Protection Authorities or any other institution. All data used in BISON have actually been fully               
anonymized with the best available criteria and technologies and even the use of fake data has been                 
planned to avoid even any casual unwanted reference to any real person. To avoid the raising of any                  
ethical issues, the BISON partners have expressly chosen not to process any personal data during               
project lifetime, as it has been deemed not strictly necessary to achieve the project results in terms of                  
development, testing, implementation, etc. and appropriate technical solutions have been adopted in            
order to achieve the same results, with a little higher design and development effort. 

All personal data coming from outside sources, i.e. CC partners’ Clients’ customers, have been              
anonymized before being used for BISON, in compliance with the necessity principle set by EU and                
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national data protection laws. 

When finally deployed in the business environment, however, BISON will process personal data, to              
enable users to provide a better service to customers and to make targeted offers. Its functioning shall                 
therefore comply with legal and ethical principles in the use of massive personal data. 

2. Key issues 
Ethical and societal key issues cover a wide variety of aspects, such as: 

- what information levels should be provided, to whom, and in which circumstances; 

- the perception by the general public and the special impact towards different kinds of groups  
(e.g. the elderly, people with disabilities, people of certain races or religious beliefs); 

- on the negative side, whether socially unwanted consequences might occur due to possible             
mishandling of biometric data, such as, for instance: 

o social exclusion and discrimination, 
o impact on the trust relationship between citizens and the government, 
o risk of erosion of civil liberties, 
o excessive control of the government over the individuals; 

- on the positive side, desirable social consequences related to the deployment of the BISON              
system include: 

o social inclusion – CCs are one of the rare industries where workers with disabilities              
can find jobs and integrate into the society: therefore, by strengthening this industry,             
BISON indirectly promotes the inclusion of citizens with disabilities into a normal            
working environment, without unnecessary (and possibly embarrassing) charity        
measures; 

o reduction of work monotony – while CC agents’ work today is mostly monotonous,             
the new scenarios made possible by BISON can reduce this effect and promote the              
development of new, higher-level skills; 

o reduction of work stress and agents’ control – BISON strongly reduces the need for a               
call to be audited by a human supervisor, thus indirectly checking the agent’s way of               
working; more transparent and uniform control procedures are introduced; 

o improvement of the chances for home work – thanks to the support for agent              
supervision also in distributed CCs, BISON could make it easier for CCs to accept              
home work, with a positive impact on workers’ life, especially for women (reducing             
the need to commute, making life easier for mothers with kids, etc.); 

o indirect improvement of job stability – by strengthening the CCs competitivity and            
improving work conditions, the volatility of agents’ jobs is expected to decrease. 

The BISON development team has considered all socially important impacts of its introduction. 

Based on the outcome of the research on legal, ethical and societal issues carried out during the                 
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project, a set of concrete guidelines and recommendations have been drafted to help partners in the                
full compliance of BISON with the legislation, as well as with ethical and societal principles from its                 
design and development until its deployment and commercialization stage. 

3. Big data ethics 
The automated processing of large amounts of data (so-called “big data” ) requires considerations             

19

that go beyond the legal compliance: it also involves ethical issues. 
While it is widely acknowledged that ‘big data’ may bring significant advantages to Europe’s              
economy, innovation and society, at the same time their invasive power sets new ethical challenges. 
A balance between what is good and desirable and what is bad is stroke by the EU legal framework on                    
data protection set by the GDPR: higher responsibilities on data controllers and processors and more               
control powers to data subjects, as well as new rules taking into account the enormous technological                
innovation achieved since the 1995 Directive.  
However, legal compliance per se may not be the final solution to all ethical issues - partly because of                   
the limited actual knowledge of the legal framework in force by large part of the population. Such                 
‘ignorance’ may somehow amplify the sense of risk and of helplessness of citizens before IT players                
processing their data – data subjects may actually have rights and control powers they are not fully                 
aware of.  

3.1 Awareness building and information overload 

One first pillar for big data ethics is thus awareness building. Correct information, teaching and               
training on data protection at different levels may contribute to this.  
Ethical behaviour and consequent trust may also be enhanced by the adoption of guarantee tools, such                
as labels and logos, which warn and ensure users that their privacy will be fully respected and that                  
their personal data will be processed ethically. 
On the other side of such lack of information, there is the risk of information overload, which may in                   
fact lead to no-information, such as in the case of the recently introduced obligation of cookie banners                 
on websites’ home page - in fact, the web user is forced to handle several cookie notices a day,                   
possibly not even reading most (if not all) of them. While the intention is strongly grounded from the                  
legal and ethical standpoint, the desired result might not be fully achieved. 

3.2 Information notice 

For BISON, such considerations may apply to formal information notices by CCs: 
- ethical information notices should not only be complete but also user friendly,  

not overwhelming and not containing too technical ‘legalese’ terms; 

- contact centers should also provide information on big data analytics performed by            
BISON, explaining in understandable terms what the system is able to do and also the               
connected advantages for the user. 

19 For an analysis of the issues related to big data, see: Danah Boyd-Kate Crawford,“Six Provocations for Big Data”, 2011,                    
available at and Giuseppe D’Acquisto-Josep Domingo Ferrer-Panayiotis Kikiras-Vicenç Torra-Yves Alexandre de           
Montjoye-Athena Bourka, “Privacy by design in big data. An overview of privacy enhancing technologies in the era of big                   
data analytics”, 2015. 
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Besides, the GDPR expressly states that consent is presumed not to be freely given if it does not allow                   
separate consents to be expressed for different personal data processing operations when appropriate,             
or if the performance of a contract (i.e. the provision of a service), is subordinated to unnecessary                 
consents, such as consent for commercial purposes (see whereas No. 43). 

3.3 Big data characteristics 

Big data have indeed two fundamental characteristics:  

1) the ability to generate new data other than those communicated by the data subject and of                
which he is aware; and  

2) the volume of data used can be greater than the one found in traditional structured databases. 

The first characteristic makes it possible to derive new insights and predict outcomes concerning the               
needs and the behaviour of people. This results often in the use of big data for purposes different from                   
those for which the data were obtained at the time they were initially collected. This change of                 
purpose with regard to the use of data may contrast with each person’s right to full control the use of                    
his/her personal data. Therefore, it is important that companies define what purposes they intend to               
pursue before collecting personal data and give prior notice to the data subject - they cannot change                 
such purposes without first communicating this to the data subject and obtaining his consent. 
The information notice should be drafted in a clear and simple language, and should be designed to                 
inform not only about the purposes but also about the logic behind the processing of data; finally, the                  
subject data should always be given the possibility to exercise his rights as set by the law. 

The second fundamental characteristic of big data is the sheer volume of the data. Persons should be                 
able to know what information a company collects about them so that they can effectively have the                 
possibility to choose how that information is used. However, while this can be feasible with a single                 
database containing a manageable amount of information, big data are another story: moreover, if the               
dataset resides over multiple databases, and perhaps even with third-party data processors, providing             
the data subject with access, choice, and transparency is even more difficult. Therefore, companies              
should design their big data initiatives providing access, choice, and transparency to data subjects. 

3.4 User profiles 

The automatic application of predefined inference rules to a massive amount of data also determines a                
potential inaccuracy in the realization of the profile of the data subject: data should then be constantly                 
checked and updated so as to ensure their quality, and operators properly trained to provide clear and                 
prompt answers to information/correction requests by data subjects. 

3.5 Big data impact on people 

Big data analytics has the potential to influence people and their choices. If used without the                
adherence not only with the law, but with wider ethical principles, this may bias the otherwise normal                 
evolution of society and culture by way of an induced – and possibly conditioned – evolution. 
In this context, data protection law is an indispensable defence tool in protecting people and their data.                 
The GDPR is going to have even stronger powers in this: non-EU data controllers (thus also US-based                 
web companies), for instance, shall also be subject to EU law when offering goods and services to –                  
or monitoring the behaviour of – people who are in Europe. 
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On the other hand, being ethical – that is, being correct even beyond the mere application of legal                  
rules (i.e. not calling at night or Sundays even if allowed) – can be seen also as a significant                   
competitive advantage, since a user can be expected to be be happier to receive services by a CC                  
committed to ethical practices. 

3.6 The BISON approach 

The BISON approach is to protect personal data, ensure maximum transparency in the data processing               
and customers’ control over their data, in the belief that higher customer satisfaction - far from                
being a cost - is a strategic opportunity that can have a highly positive impact on business. Such                  
ethical sensitivity is demonstrated by the clarity and the concrete effort to minimize any issues,               
making sure that the benefits to data subjects always outweigh the potential costs. 
 
3.7 Summary of ethical issues 

Summing up, embedding ethical principles in technology design, development and use, as in the              
BISON approach, is a crucial factor in this context, for the benefit both of customers/data subjects and                 
for contact centers and IT developers themselves. Table below summarises the main ethical issues and               
the appropriate conduct which should be adopted. 
 

Table 6 – Ethical issues – appropriate conduct and precautions 

Ethical Issues Details Appropriate Conduct Precautions 
Change in  
purpose 

Big data processed for    
purposes different  
from those for which    
they were obtained 

● Preventive definition of   
purposes 

● Prior notice of purposes 
● Consistency with the   

identified purposes 
● Use of personal data for     

different purposes only   
with informed and prior    
consent of the data subject 

● Information on the logic    
behind the processing of    
big data 

● Ensure access to data by     
the data subject   
(transparency) 

● Use clear and   
simple language 

● Avoid use of data    
not relevant to the    
declared purposes 

Difficulty of  
access and  
transparency 

If the dataset resides    
in multiple databases,   
possibly also at   
third-party data  
processors’, providing  
the data subject with    
access, choice, and   

● Design big data initiatives    
with the ability to provide     
access, choice, and   
transparency to data   
subjects 

● Design and  
configure IT  
Technologies to  
allow for easier   
access 

● Inform data  
subjects about the   
location of their   
personal data 
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transparency can be   
difficult 

● Connect different  
databases with  
appropriate 
agreements 

● Provide 
information in a   
plain and simple   
way 

Possible 
distortion of a   
person’s 
identity 

Potential inaccuracy  
in the definition of the     
data subject’s  
"profile"  

● Correct or delete   
inaccurate information  
(quality of data) 

● Access to information and    
transparency on the   
expected effects of the    
attribution of the “profile” 

● Training of  
operators 

 

4. Societal issues 
The automated processing of large amounts of data poses several issues not only of ethical, but also of                  
societal nature. It is therefore necessary to evaluate the impact of research both in terms of scientific                 
progress and also of human dignity and socio-cultural fallout. 
The relevant social issues that need to be investigated for BISON have been identified and will be                 
outlined below. 

4.1 Social exclusion and discrimination 
As discussed above, the automatic processing of big data makes it possible – starting from data                
provided by the data subject – to generate further new data and create a trusted “profile” of an                  
individual. 
This potential may, however, give rise to possible discriminations when someone decides to exclude              
some persons because they belong to certain groups (the elderly, persons with disabilities, persons of               
certain races or religious beliefs, or belonging to certain political parties, etc.).  
It should also be considered that biometric data (such as speech) may disclose mental and physical                
conditions of a person thus leading to socially unwanted consequences if mishandled. 
Moreover, social exclusion can also be the consequence of difficulties in accessing technology by              
certain categories of persons (e.g. the elderly, persons with disabilities or with low income, etc.),               
leading to knowledge gap between disadvantaged persons and the rest of the population. 

4.2. Impact on the trust relationship between citizens and the Government 

The ability of companies to “know everything” about consumers - through the use of technological               
tools (i.e. big data analytics and profiling) - can indirectly damage the trust relationship between               
citizens and the Government. Citizens may indeed believe that the Government does not protect their               
interests, leaving them at the mercy of companies (considered as the true “strong” subjects). 
This may have a negative impact because the civil and peaceful living of social communities is based                 
on this trust relationship between citizens and the Government. 
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4.3. Risk of erosion of civil liberties 

Building a “profile” of people (e.g. CC clients, Internet users, online consumers etc.) may reduce their                
freedom of choice. For example, commercial offers might always and only refer to certain categories               
of products – e.g., those that do not exceed a certain economic value – because the person belongs to a                    
low-income category. 

In order to customize services (benefit must be pursued), companies may therefore get to “cage” the                
consumer within the “categories” in which he is inserted, without the possibility of changing. This               
would translate into a reduction of freedom of choice of the person but also, more in general, of the                   
right to knowledge and self-determination. This caging trend has strengthened since the customization             
of Google searches introduced in 2009 and concerns access to knowledge in general, not only the                
search for products and services and may lead to manipulating and controlling people’s opinion of any                
nature, be it philosophical, religious or political . 20

4.4. Excessive control of the Government over the individuals 

The automated processing of big data may give rise to the temptation from part of the Government to                  
exercise too much control over the individuals. 

In this context, the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms              
establishes that there shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of the right to the                   
respect of private and family life “except such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a                    
democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic wellbeing of the                
country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the                  
protection of the rights and freedoms of others” (art. 8). 

4.5 Big data and BISON social approach 

To reduce the possible societal issues regarding the automatic processing of big speech data, the               
following four main categories of actions need to be taken into account: 

● Transparency 
● Data quality 
● Data security 
● Equality and fairness 

A. Transparency 

Transparency about the activities carried out with the aid of BISON is definitely the main action to be                  
taken. In particular, CCs should provide the following information to data subjects in a simple and                
clear way before the data collection: 

a) that their data will be used in the context of profiling; 
b) the purposes for which the profiling is carried out; 
c) the categories of personal data used; 
d) the identity of the controller and, if necessary, its representative in the EU; 
e) the existence of appropriate safeguards; 
f) all information that is necessary for guaranteeing the fairness of recourse to profiling, such as: 

20 An interesting essay on this subject is Eli Pariser’s “The Filter Bubble: What the Internet is Hiding from 
You”, Penguin Books, 2011. 
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− the categories of persons or bodies to whom or to which personal data may be               
communicated, and the purposes for doing so; 
− the possibility, where appropriate, for data subjects to refuse or withdraw consent and the              

consequences of withdrawal; 
− the conditions of exercise of the right of access, objection or correction, as well as the right                 

to bring a complaint before the competent authorities; 
− the persons from whom or bodies from which the personal data are or will be collected; 
− the compulsory or optional nature of the reply to the questions used for personal data               

collection and the consequences of not replying for the data subjects; 
− the duration of data storage, or at least the criteria to determine it; 
− the envisaged effects of the attribution of the profile to the data subject. 

To this it should be added that the data subject who is being, or has been, profiled should be entitled to                     
obtain from the controller, at his request, within a reasonable time and in an understandable form,                
information concerning: 

a) his personal data; 
b) the logic underpinning the processing of his personal data and that was used to attribute a                

profile to him, at least in the case of an automated decision; 
c) the purposes for which the profiling was carried out and the categories of persons to whom or                 

bodies to which the personal data may be communicated. 

B. Data quality 

Appropriate measures should be taken by the controller to manage data inaccuracy factors and              
minimise the risks of errors inherent in profiling. 
The controller should periodically and within a reasonable time re-evaluate the quality of the data and                
of the statistical inferences used. 
Data subjects should be entitled to requesting the correction, deletion or selective blocking of their               
personal data. 

C. Data security 

Appropriate technical and organizational measures should be taken to ensure the protection of             
personal data, to guard against accidental or unlawful destruction and accidental loss, as well as               
unauthorized access, alteration, communication or any other form of unlawful processing. 
These measures should ensure a proper standard of data security having regard to the technical state of                 
the art and also to the sensitive nature of the personal data collected and processed in the context of                   
profiling, and evaluating the potential risks; they should be reviewed periodically and within a              
reasonable time. 
Suitable measures should be introduced to guard against any possibility that the anonymous and              
aggregated statistical results used in profiling may result in the re-identification of the data subjects. 

D. Equality and fairness 

The protection of fundamental rights and freedoms should also include the respect of the principle of                
non-discrimination; this should be guaranteed during the collection and processing of personal data. 
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The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such                
as sex, race, colour, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a                
national minority, property, birth or other status . 

21

Table 7 below outlines the relevant social issues, the categories of actions which may be taken and                 
specific considerations for each one of them. 
 

Table 7 –Social issues, actions and considerations 

Social Issues Categories of actions Considerations 
Social exclusion  
and discrimination 

● Equality and  
fairness 

● Transparency 

● Social inclusion – CCs are one of the rare         
industries where workers with disabilities can      
find jobs and integrate into the society: therefore,        
by strengthening this industry, BISON indirectly      
promotes the inclusion of citizens with      
disabilities into a normal working environment,      
without unnecessary (and possibly embarrassing)     
charity measures 

● Reduction of work monotony – while CC agents’        
work today is mostly monotonous, the new       
scenarios made possible by BISON can reduce       
this effect and promote the development of new,        
higher-level skills 

● Reduction of work stress and agents’ control –        
BISON strongly reduces the need for a call to be          
audited by a human supervisor, thus indirectly       
checking the agent’s way of working; more       
transparent and uniform control procedures are      
introduced 

● Improvement of the chances for teleworking –       
thanks to the support for agent supervision also in         
distributed CCs, BISON could make it easier for        
CCs to accept teleworking, with a positive impact        
on workers’ life, especially for women (reducing       
the need to commute, making life easier for        
mothers with kids, etc.) 

● Indirect improvement of job stability – by       
strengthening the CCs competitivity and     
improving work conditions, the volatility of      
agents’ jobs should be expected to decrease 

Impact on the trust    
relationship 
between citizens  

● Transparency 
● Data quality 
● Data security 

● Respect of the rights of the citizen “by design” –          
the creation of a system that takes into account         
the rights of people from the earliest design        

21 See Art. 14 “Prohibition of discrimination” of Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental                 
Freedoms, Rome - 04.11.1950. 
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and the  
Government 

phases can increase the perception by the citizen        
to be protected by the Government  

Risk of erosion of    
civil liberties 

● Transparency 
● Data quality 

● Better control of personal data by the data        
subject – an automated management of personal       
data allows the possibility of immediate control       
by data subject (e.g. correction of data,       
knowledge of the purposes of the processing,       
etc.) 

Excessive control  
of the Government   
over the  
individuals 

● Transparency 
● Data security 

● Specific purpose of data processing – an       
automatic system for data processing designed      
for certain purposes can reduce the possibility of        
using the data for different purposes 
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SECTION IV - HOW BISON TAKES CARE OF YOUR 
PRIVACY 
 
This Section aims to capture the most relevant points in a reader-friendly, compact, Q&A format that                
makes it easier to navigate the wide content of this Deliverable, pointing directly to the most common                 
and foreseeable issues. 

1. Who has created BISON? 
BISON is the result of three years of hard work by a consortium of 8 partners, made up of IT                    
companies, contact centers and Universities with diverse competencies: speech recognition, data           
mining, privacy and data protection. 
Contact centers have provided their long-term know-how on the needs of customers, while IT partners               
have taken care of the technical side. The unique aspect of BISON is that a team of IT legal experts                    
has taken part in the design of the system from the very start, supporting the technical teams in                  
embedding the protection of personal data and the respect of privacy in all functionalities, following               
the legal principles of “privacy by design” and “privacy by default” even before these were officially                
passed as legal obligations by the EU. 
 

2. What is the reason for developing BISON? 
A typical CC produces a wealth of multilingual spoken data that has been traditionally mined by                
humans (CC agents and supervisors) or by rudimentary technical means. 
The objective of BISON is to create a multi-lingual, modular and highly versatile system for big                
speech data analytics in contact centers, bringing significant innovations in three major areas: speech              
data mining technologies (systems quickly adaptable to new languages, domains and CC campaigns),             
the business outcome mining from speech (translated into improvement of CCs’ Key Performance             
Indicators) and CC support systems integrating both speech and business outcome mining in             
user-friendly way. 
 

3. Is BISON more invasive than usual CC software? 
No, just the opposite. Current systems and software used by contact centers record all conversations               
indiscriminately and store them with all personal data (i.e. everything you have said) inside.  
BISON, instead, has a refined, intelligent way to automatically detect and anonymize any personal              
data which are not strictly needed in a specific context (e.g. the booking of a flight, or a request for                    
information, etc.). 100% of conversations is quality checked by the system to ensure that everything               
has been done correctly, while now this happens randomly only with 2-3% of calls. 
 

4. Could CC personnel have access to my data and use them unlawfully? 
No, this should not happen: BISON ensures a higher level of confidentiality compared with              
commonly used systems. While it may always be possible that a person out of thousands acts                
incorrectly, BISON is there to minimize possible risks and consequences.  
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Data which are not useful for the specific purposes achieved are anonymized, that is it will be                 
impossible with reasonably available technical means to re-identify you through these data.  
Other data, instead, are needed and must be kept (i.e. your address and phone number, if an item                  
purchased has to be sent to your home). However, such data may only be processed by those persons                  
who really need to know them (i.e. the delivery company, or the CC supervisor), while other CC                 
employees will not be able to see them. BISON allows its users to set different authorization levels,                 
based on organizational structure and activities: only authorized personnel can have access to data. 
 

5. Why a new IT system for Contact Centers? 
We all may have mixed feeling towards contact centers.  
On the one side, they are precious to us, as they provide several useful services in all possible fields:                   
general information, travel booking, telephone services, technical assistance, etc. 
On the other side, with the so-said outbound calls, they may call us without notice at any time of the                    
day and ask us a lot of questions, or try to sell us some product or service.  
Then, we ask ourselves how they obtained our number, and what they are going to do with the data                   
they collect. 
Contact centers are a very big industry in Europe, where millions of people are employed. However,                
even in the 21st century, only a tiny percentage of calls are processed to derive useful knowledge                 
(3%), thus 97% of recorded calls are rather useless for all, besides providing evidence that a certain                 
call has in fact been made.  
Besides, control by CC supervisors is random and CC employees may feel mistreated if repeatedly               
checked, or may feel disregarded if no-one supports them in learning how they are doing and how                 
they can improve their skills. 
BISON aims at overcoming these problems, by providing a transparent, uniform and powerful tool to               
process recorded speech and turn it into knowledge. 
 

6. How has BISON been developed? 
BISON is the outcome of a 3-year long collaboration between several business and academic partners               
with different complementary competences (e.g. speech recognition; software development and          
integration; privacy and data protection law), with the financial support of the European Commission              
under the Horizon 2020 Programme.  
This is a unique combination that rarely happens. Any software house, even a high-level one, does not                 
have so much time, nor human and financial resources or specialized multidisciplinary competencies             
to devote to fine-tuning a fully law-abiding technology in such a focussed way. 
 

7. What data is BISON going to use? 
Only the data that have been expressly authorized by you. 
If you have bought a product, or a service, or downloaded an app, registered on a web site, requested a                    
fidelity card from a shop or a supermarket, etc. you must have given your so-said “commercial”                
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consent (either by signing a paper document or by clicking in the specific field of an electronic form)                  
to the vendor/service provider. 
Reading the privacy information before signing is very important, because it explains in detail what               
will happen with your data. Providing this information is a legal obligation: all customers and users                
must be aware of who is going to do what with their personal data, the means used, the security                   
measures adopted, possible recipients of the data, for how long data will be kept, whether they will be                  
transferred outside the European Union, what are their rights, etc. 
The service provider requests the support of a contact center for different reasons, e.g. providing               
technical and commercial information to customers, understand their satisfaction level, etc. 
BISON will capture the speech recordings made or received by contact centers and process them in an                 
intelligent way to derive useful knowledge. BISON does not have access to any other personal data of                 
customers, but the phone number and possible data provided by you. 
BISON has a unique anonymization functionality, which is set by default at the highest level, in                
compliance with the GDPR. This means that - if no further action is taken by CC personnel - all                   
personal data recorded during a conversation are automatically flagged and deleted by the system, or               
substituted with a silence or a sound. 
BISON embeds the necessity principle as set by the law: it only uses those personal data which are                  
strictly necessary to achieve the specific purpose(s) for which they have been originally collected (for               
example: providing the information requested by the customer, understanding the customer’s           
purchasing preferences, improving the quality of service, etc.). 
It also acts following the assigned profiles and authorization levels: not all CC employees will have                
access to all the data; they will only be able to use those data strictly necessary to perform their tasks. 
Please remember that the contact center will in any case have to store and process all those data you                   
have expressly authorized, as they are needed to comply with your requests (e.g. technical assistance,               
purchase of an item, etc.) and the data it must keep as imposed by the law (e.g. invoices, payment                   
data, accounting registers). 
 

8. What is BISON going to do with my data? 
Only what you have expressly authorized and what is foreseen/imposed by the law.  
When you fill in a form, buy a product or a service on-line or, in general, give your personal data to a                      
vendor, you should always be asked to give your consent to the processing of your personal data.  
Beforehand, you should be handed an information sheet, clarifying in plain language what the vendor               
has planned to do with your data. This information may also be inserted as part of a contract (i.e. with                    
a telephone company) and you will be asked to sign the data protection consent together with the                 
contract. In this case, the privacy information should be clearly distinguishable from the rest, so you                
should be able to detect it clearly. It is your duty to read it with attention. 
If you accept that your data will be used also for commercial purposes, because you wish to be                  
informed, for example, on offers, promotions or new initiatives, you may in the future be contacted by                 
the vendor or by a contact center working for him. 
Be careful! In some legal systems (for example in Italy), the use of fixed telephone numbers is                 
governed by the “opt-out” rule. It means that any vendor - or any contact center working on behalf of                   
the vendor - has the right to contact you for commercial purposes unless you have expressly asked to                  
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be inserted in a no-call public register. Before suspecting that a contact center does not respect the                 
law, please do check your national rules on the use of numbers from telephone directories. 
The contact center receives by the vendor a list of the numbers which may be called, containing only                  
the contacts of those customers who have not expressly opted out. This list should be constantly                
updated. 
Commercial consent may be withdrawn by you at any time, freely and at no cost. No-one can force                  
you to give a commercial consent as a necessary condition to be able to buy a product or service. If he                     
does so, he is breaking EU data protection law. 
Contact centers may contact you only if you have given your consent and they should stop calling you                  
as soon as you deny your consent. This is part of their everyday procedures, regardless of the IT tools                   
they use. It is a matter of ethics and lawfulness. 
What changes with BISON? CCs will have a powerful tool to improve these procedures and to                
manage your data correctly, in an automatized and more effective way. Think of the anonymization               
and pseudonymization features: if your conversation is recorded - and you are informed and agree to                
it, as it should be - BISON will automatically and selectively destroy all unnecessary data and keep                 
only those data strictly necessary for the specific purpose of the call, e.g. manage a request for                 
information, a booking, the purchase of a good or service, a complaint or the making of a new                  
contract.  
For instance, if you receive a call to determine the satisfaction level, the CC does not need to keep any                    
data concerning your address or fiscal code, but just if you are happy with the service or not. On the                    
contrary, if you are going to make a contract, for instance, to receive an ADSL service at your home,                   
the CC will definitely need to keep you name, fiscal code, contact and payment details. Such data will                  
be managed by the CC in compliance with the most appropriate technical and organizational security               
measures as foreseen by EU and national data protection laws. 
 

9. Is BISON useful also for me? 
Yes, it is. 
It reduces substantially the frustration generated by automatic reply systems currently used by contact              
centers (i.e. ‘press 1, then 4, then 9….’) and uselessly long calls.  
BISON allows you to express yourself in natural language, in your own language.  
Knowing that your data will be anonymized whenever not necessary and accessible only to the right                
persons should, in our intentions, contribute to increasing your trust in Contact Centers and their               
services. 
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APPENDIX 1 - INSIGHT ON LEGAL ISSUES & CONCEPTS 

A. Preliminary phase 

A.1) Personal data processing 

Even though during the BISON project partners have only processed anonymous data, in the              
perspective of the post-BISON scenario, they need to be aware of the applicable rules. This is why                 
BISON has been developed from the earliest design phases, according to the “privacy by design” and                
“privacy by default” principles, in full compliance with all data protection rules. This operation              
method should also be adopted by future IT developers who will improve and update BISON and,                
more widely, by all IT developers and integrators of speech recognition and big speech data analytics                
systems. 

BISON will need to process large amounts of personal data (the so said “big data”) and this shall be                   
done in compliance with all legal principles (necessity, information and consent, appropriate security             
measures, etc.) set by EU rules and regulations, as applied at national level. 

In particular: 

- the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of             
Personal Data [Conv 108/1981] and the Additional Protocol [Additional Protocol – Conv            
108/1981] signed by the member States of the Council of Europe show the necessity to secure in                 
the territory of each State for every individual, whatever his nationality or residence, respect for               
his rights and fundamental freedoms, and in particular his right to privacy, with regard to the                
automatic processing of personal data relating to him.  

To achieve this purpose, personal data undergoing automatic processing shall be:  

a) obtained and processed fairly and lawfully; 

b) stored for specified and legitimate purposes and not used in a way incompatible with those                
purposes;  

c) adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are stored; 

d) accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date;  

e) preserved in a form which permits identification of the data subjects for no longer than is                 
required for the purpose for which those data are stored (Art. 5). 

Appropriate security measures shall also be taken for the protection of personal data stored in               
automated data files against accidental or unauthorized destruction or accidental loss as well as              
against unauthorized access, alteration or dissemination (Art. 7). 

- In a similar way, Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27                 
April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and                 
on the free movement of such data, repealing Directive 95/46/EC, briefly “General Data             
Protection Regulation” or GDPR [Reg 2016/679] states the so-called “Principles relating to            
processing of personal data” establishing that personal data must be:  

a) processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in relation to the data subject              
(‘lawfulness, fairness and transparency’); 
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b) collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a             
manner that is incompatible with those purposes (‘purpose limitation’); 

c) adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which               
they are processed (‘data minimization’); 

d) accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be taken to               
ensure that personal data that are inaccurate, having regard to the purposes for which they               
are processed, are erased or rectified without delay (‘accuracy’); 

e) kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is necessary                
for the purposes for which the personal data are processed; personal data may be stored               
for longer periods insofar as the personal data will be processed solely for archiving              
purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical            
purposes (‘storage limitation’); 

f) processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data, including             
protection against unauthorized or unlawful processing and against accidental loss,          
destruction or damage, using appropriate technical or organizational measures (‘integrity          
and confidentiality’). 

The controller shall be responsible for, and be able to demonstrate compliance with all the above                
principles (‘accountability’). 

The GDPR also identifies general rules on the “Lawfulness of processing”, that is processing is               
legitimate only if and to the extent that at least one of the following conditions applies: 

● the data subject has given consent to the processing for one or more specific purposes; 
● processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party or                 

in order to take steps at the request of the data subject before entering into a contract; 
● processing is necessary to comply with a legal obligation of the controller; 
● processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of another natural                

person; 
● processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the                  

exercise of official authority vested in the controller; 
● processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or               

by a third party, except where such interests are overridden by the interests or fundamental               
rights and freedoms of the data subject which require protection of personal data, in particular               
where the data subject is a child. 

In terms of security of processing, the GDPR states that the controller must implement appropriate               
technical and organizational measures to ensure and to be able to demonstrate that processing is               
performed in accordance with the Regulation. Those measures shall be reviewed and updated where              
necessary. 

In the European legal system, other laws are in force which regulate personal data protection in the                 
telecommunications and in electronic communications sectors.  

In particular:  

- Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002              
concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic              
communications sector (Directive on privacy and electronic communications) [Dir         
2002/58/EC] confirms the principle of the necessity of a prior consent by the user or               
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subscriber to the processing of personal data and requires that the provider of a publicly               
available telecommunications or electronic communications service must take appropriate         
technical and organizational measures to safeguard security of its services. Having regard            
to the state of the art and the cost of their implementation, these measures shall ensure a level                  
of security appropriate to the risk presented. 

A.2) Anonymization of personal data 

As mentioned, during the BISON project, only anonymous data have been used for the development               
of the system prototypes. 

The principles of protection of personal data – as highlighted by the GDPR – do not apply to                  
anonymous information, namely information which does not relate to an identified or identifiable             
natural person or to personal data (Whereas No. 26 GDPR). 

With reference to this issue, the Art. 29 Data Protection Working Party (DPWP) adopted on 10 April                 
2014 Opinion 5/2014 on anonymization techniques – wp 216 [Opinion 5/2014 DPWP]. In this              
Opinion, the DPWP analyzes the effectiveness and limits of existing anonymization techniques            
against the EU legal background of data protection and provides recommendations to handle these              
techniques by taking account of the residual risk of identification inherent in each of them. 

The BISON project has strongly relied on effective data anonymization, as only anonymous and fake               
data have been used for the development and testing of the system. 

Data anonymization is also important in the post-project commercial phase of BISON. In compliance              
with the necessity and purpose principles, personal data must be anonymized whenever not necessary              
to achieve the processing purposes. BISON should enable this, with the highest anonymization level              
set as default.  

This setting has been adopted in BISON, as discussed with the technical partners. 

The purpose principle is also the subject of Opinion 3/2013 on purpose limitation adopted on 2 April                 
2013 by the Art. 29 Data Protection Working Party (DPWP) – wp 203 [Opinion 3/2013]. This                
Opinion provides guidance for the practical application of the principle under the current legal              
framework. Purpose limitation protects data subjects by setting limits on how data controllers may use               
their data while also offering some degree of flexibility for data controllers. The concept of purpose                
limitation has two main building blocks: personal data must be collected for “specified, explicit and               
legitimate” purposes (purpose specification) and not be “further processed in a way incompatible”             
with those purposes (compatible use). 

A.3) Transferring data among partners 

The development of BISON has required the transfer of data from some partners to the others.  

The first issue which has been taken in consideration has been data ownership. Data - whether they                 
contain personal data or not - belong to the data controller (CC Client or CC itself, as in the case of                     
Telefonica). BISON partners have signed contractual arrangements with data owners allowing them            
the use of data for research and development purposes and for the creation of new commercial tools                 
aimed at improving the service to customers.  

In parallel, data protection aspects have been handled. 

No legal issue is involved when the transferred data have been the object of a correct and preventive                  
process of anonymization. However, in the rare event that it may be necessary to transfer personal                
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data that have not been anonymized, the European legislation on the transfer of personal data and the                 
guidelines provided by the DPWP have been considered. 

- The DPWP adopted on 16 February 2010 Opinion 1/2010 on the concepts of “controller” and               
“processor” – wp 169 [Opinion 1/2010 DPWP] that defines the concepts and responsibilities of              
the controller and processor determining which national law is applicable to a processing             
operation or set of processing operations. 

- The DPWP adopted on 16 December 2010 the Opinion 8/2010 on applicable law – wp 179                
[Opinion 8/2010 DPWP] that clarifies the scope of application of the Data Protection Directive,              
and in particular of its Art. 4, which determines which national data protection law(s) adopted               
pursuant to the same Directive may be applicable to the processing of personal data. 

A clear understanding of the applicable law helps to ensure both legal certainty for controllers and                
processors and a clear framework for data subjects. 

B. Development phase 

During the development phase of BISON, partners needed to implement the software in order to               
achieve compliance with several rules and regulations. 

The following ones have been identified as the main legal issues to be taken into account at this stage. 

B.1) Assignment of responsibilities 

When processing personal data, different levels of access to information and different responsibilities             
should be assigned. This is on the one side required by the law, based on the necessity principle:                  
no-one should have access to more personal data than needed to perform his tasks. On the other side,                  
it is also a matter of adequate organization and adoption of procedures to ensure smooth performance                
of activities. 

BISON tip 

BISON should be able to assign different privileges and authorization levels to different operators              
or categories of operators. 

 
B.2) Balance between the right of workers not to be controlled and efficiency of BISON 

For a correct assignment of responsibilities (see above B.1) it should be kept track of people who enter                  
data or modify data or perform operations, as organizational security measure. However, it requires a               
prior information on data protection. 

BISON tip 

In the BISON context, it is necessary to inform contact center operators before using BISON about                
the introduction of information systems and technologies enabling the monitoring of their activities. 

 
Indeed, the use of data processing methods by employers should be guided by principles designed to                
minimize any risks that such methods might pose to employees’ rights and fundamental freedoms, in               
particular their right to privacy. 
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In particular: 

- Recommendation CM/Rec(2015)5 of the Committee of Ministers to member States on the            
processing of personal data in the context of employment [Recommendation CM/Rec(2015)5]           
specifies that employers should provide employees the following information: 

o the categories of personal data to be processed and a description of the purposes of the                
processing; 

o the recipients, or categories of recipients of the personal data; 

o the means employees have of exercising the rights of access and rectification; 

o any other information necessary to ensure fair and lawful processing (Art. 10). 

Employers should also ensure the respect of the following safeguards, in particular: 
o carry out a risk analysis of the potential impact of any intended data processing on the                

employees’ rights and fundamental freedoms (Art. 20); 

o consult employees’ representatives in accordance with domestic law or practice, before           
any monitoring system can be introduced or in circumstances where such monitoring may             
change (Art. 21). 

B.3) Secure identification of the customer 

To identify with certainty the person with whom the operator comes in contact it is necessary to                 
previously ask security questions to the customer. 

In an operational context, it is essential to identify and manage calls from people who are not entitled                  
to act. 

If the operator should disclose personal information to a person other than the data subject, then the                 
data processing would be unlawful. 

B.4) General Information 

There is much information set by law that a service provider (i.e. Contact Center’s Client) must                
provide to the recipient of services; BISON should be able to handle these. 

In particular: 

Information on providers and their services 

Directive 2006/123/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 December 2006 on               
services in the internal market [Dir 2006/123/EC] states that providers should make the following              
information available to the recipient of the services: 

(a) the name of the provider, its legal status and form, the geographic address at which it is                 
established and details enabling it to be contacted rapidly and communicated with directly             
and, as the case may be, by electronic means; 

(b) where the provider is registered in a trade or other similar public register, the name of that                 
register and the provider’s registration number, or equivalent means of identification in that             
register; 

(c) where the activity is subject to an authorization scheme, the details of the relevant competent               
authority or the single point of contact; 

(d) where the provider exercises an activity which is subject to VAT, its VAT identification              
number; 
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(e) in the case of regulated professions, the professional body or similar institution with which the               
provider is registered, the professional title and the Member State in which that title has been                
granted; 

(f) the general conditions and clauses, if any, used by the provider; 
(g) the existence of contractual clauses, if any, used by the provider concerning the law              

applicable to the contract and/or the competent court; 
(h) the existence of an after-sales guarantee, if any, not imposed by law; 
(i) the price of the service, where a price is pre-determined by the provider for a given type of                  

service; 
(j) the main features of the service, if not already apparent from the context; 
(k) the professional liability insurance or guarantees, and in particular the contact details of the              

insurer or guarantor and the territorial coverage. 

The above-mentioned information, according to the provider’s preference: 

(a) is supplied by the provider on its own initiative; 
(b) is made easily accessible to the recipient at the place where the service is provided or can be                  

easily accessed by the recipient electronically by means of an address supplied by the              
provider; 

(c) appears in any information documents supplied by the provider to the recipient, which set out               
a detailed description of the service it provides. 

At the recipient’s request, providers must supply the following additional information: 

(a) where the price is not pre-determined by the provider for a given type of service, the price of                  
the service or, if an exact price cannot be given, the method for calculating the price so that it                   
can be checked by the recipient, or a sufficiently detailed estimate; 

(b) as regards regulated professions, a reference to the professional rules applicable in the             
Member State of establishment and how to access them; 

(c) information on providers’ multidisciplinary activities and partnerships which are directly          
linked to the service in question and on the measures taken to avoid conflicts of interest. That                 
information shall be included in any information document in which providers give a detailed              
description of their services; 

(d) any codes of conduct to which the provider is subject and the address at which these codes                 
may be accessed by electronic means, specifying the language version available; 

(e) where a provider is subject to a code of conduct, or is member of a trade association or                  
professional body which provides for recourse to a non-judicial means of dispute settlement,             
information in this respect. The provider shall specify how to access detailed information on              
the characteristics of, and conditions for, the use of non-judicial means of dispute settlement. 

The information, which a provider must supply should be made available or communicated in a               
clear and unambiguous manner, and in good time before or, where there is no written contract,                
before the service is provided (Art. 22). 
 

Consumer information requirements for distance and off-premises contracts 

Directive 2011/83/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2011 on               
consumer rights [Dir 2011/83/EU] states that before the consumer is bound by a distance or               
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off-premises contract, or any corresponding offer, the trader must provide the consumer with the              
following information in a clear and comprehensible manner: 

(a) the main characteristics of the goods or services, to the extent appropriate to the medium and                
to the goods or services; 

(b) the identity of the trader, such as its trading name; 
(c) the geographical address at which the trader is established and the trader’s telephone number,              

fax number and e-mail address, where available, to enable the consumer to contact the trader               
quickly and communicate with it efficiently and, where applicable, the geographical address            
and identity of the trader on whose behalf he is acting; 

(d) if different from the address provided in accordance with point (c), the geographical address              
of the place of business of the trader, and, where applicable, that of the trader on whose behalf                  
he is acting, where the consumer can address any complaints; 

(e) the total price of the goods or services inclusive of taxes, or where the nature of the goods or                   
services is such that the price cannot reasonably be calculated in advance, the manner in               
which the price is to be calculated, as well as, where applicable, all additional freight, delivery                
or postal charges and any other costs or, where those charges cannot reasonably be calculated               
in advance, the fact that such additional charges may be payable. In the case of a contract of                  
indeterminate duration or a contract containing a subscription, the total price shall include the              
total costs per billing period. Where such contracts are charged at a fixed rate, the total price                 
shall also mean the total monthly costs. Where the total costs cannot be reasonably calculated               
in advance, the manner in which the price is to be calculated shall be provided; 

(f) the cost of using the means of distance communication for the conclusion of the contract               
where that cost is calculated other than at the basic rate; 

(g) the arrangements for payment, delivery, performance, the time by which the trader undertakes             
to deliver the goods or to perform the services and, where applicable, the trader’s complaint               
handling policy; 

(h) where a right of withdrawal exists, the conditions, time limit and procedures for exercising              
that right; 

(i) where applicable, that the consumer will have to bear the cost of returning the goods in case                 
of withdrawal and, for distance contracts, if the goods, by their nature, cannot normally be               
returned by post, the cost of returning the goods; 

(j) that, if the consumer exercises the right of withdrawal after having made a request, the               
consumer must be liable to pay the trader reasonable costs; 

(k) where a right of withdrawal is not provided for, the information that the consumer will not                
benefit from a right of withdrawal or, where applicable, the circumstances under which the              
consumer loses his right of withdrawal; 

(l) a reminder of the existence of a legal guarantee of conformity for goods; 
(m) where applicable, the existence and the conditions of after sale customer assistance,            

after-sales services and commercial guarantees; 
(n) the existence of relevant codes of conduct, and how copies of them can be obtained, where                

applicable; 
(o) the duration of the contract, where applicable, or, if the contract is of indeterminate duration               

or is to be extended automatically, the conditions for terminating the contract; 
(p) where applicable, the minimum duration of the consumer’s obligations under the contract; 
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(q) where applicable, the existence and the conditions of deposits or other financial guarantees to              
be paid or provided by the consumer at the request of the trader; 

(r) where applicable, the functionality, including applicable technical protection measures, of          
digital content; 

(s) where applicable, any relevant interoperability of digital content with hardware and software            
that the trader is aware of or can reasonably be expected to have been aware of; 

(t) where applicable, the possibility of having recourse to an out-of-court complaint and redress             
mechanism, to which the trader is subject, and the methods for having access to it (Art. 6). 

B.5) Unsolicited calls to consumer 
The European legislation requires the customer’s consent to calls made for purposes of direct              
marketing.  

BISON has been designed to allow to keep track of such consent - or lack thereof - expressed by the                    
customer, and to handle any change in the customer’s consent. 

In particular: 

- Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002 concerning               
the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications              
sector (Directive on privacy and electronic communications) [Dir 2002/58/EC] states that           
unsolicited communications for purposes of direct marketing are not allowed either without the             
consent of the subscribers concerned or in respect of subscribers who do not wish to receive these                 
communications. This right applies to subscribers who are natural persons. Member States shall             
also ensure, in the framework of Community law and applicable national legislation, that the              
legitimate interests of subscribers other than natural persons with regard to unsolicited            
communications are sufficiently protected (Art. 13). 

B.6) Contract making 

When a contract is made at a distance between the contact center and the end user, there emerges the                   
need to track all the phases of contract making in accordance with the provisions of national laws such                  
as:  

a) day and time of the telephone contact and response;  
b) date of sending of the contract to the customer in paper form;  
c) date of receipt of the signed contract. 

At EU level, in particular: 

- The EU Directive on consumer rights [Dir 2011/83/EU] states that if the trader makes a               
telephone call to the consumer with a view to concluding a distance contract, it shall, at the                 
beginning of the conversation with the consumer, disclose its identity, the identity of the person               
on whose behalf it is making that call, and the commercial purpose of the call. Where a distance                  
contract is to be concluded by telephone, Member States may provide that the trader has to                
confirm the offer to the consumer, who shall be bound only once he has signed the offer or has                   
sent his written consent. Member States may also provide that such confirmations have to be               
made on a durable medium (e.g. on paper) (Art. 8). 
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B.7) Personal Data Processing 

BISON has been designed to enable users to handle the processing of personal data (such as                
information, consent, exercise of rights of the data subject, security measures, etc.) in compliance with               
the provisions of applicable law. 

C. After-development phase 

The third phase takes into account the main legal issues related to relevant aspects of the                
after-development phase of BISON. These issues relate to the need for protection and circulation of               
the prospective business name and of the exploitation rights of the software developed, as well as its                 
commercial distribution and promotion. 

C.1) Trademark protection 

BISON partners are considering the possibility to register the “BISON” name and logo to protect them                
against the possible use and abuse by third parties. 

The best way of protecting a trademark is to register it. 

In particular: 

- Directive 2008/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 October 2008 to               
approximate the laws of the Member States relating to trademarks [Dir 2008/95/EC] states that              22

a trademark may consist of any sign capable of being represented graphically, particularly words,              
including personal names, designs, letters, numerals, the shape of goods or of their packaging,              
provided that such signs are capable of distinguishing the goods or services of one undertaking               
from those of other undertakings (Art. 2).  

The registered trademark confers on the owner exclusive rights on the sign. The owner is entitled                
to prevent all third parties not having its consent from using in business activities: 

(a) any sign which is identical with the trademark in relation to goods or services which are                
identical with those for which the trademark is registered; 

(b) any sign where, because of its identity with, or similarity to, the trademark and the identity or                 
similarity of the goods or services covered by the trademark and the sign, there exists a                
likelihood of confusion on the part of the public; the likelihood of confusion includes the               
likelihood of association between the sign and the trademark (Art. 5). 

- Council Regulation (EC) No. 207/2009 of February 26, 2009, on the Community trademark             
[Council Regulation 207/2009] provides for Community arrangements for trademarks whereby          
undertakings can by means of one procedural system obtain Community trademarks to which             
uniform protection is given and which produce their effects throughout the entire area of the               
Community. A Community trademark confers on the proprietor exclusive rights therein. The            
rights conferred by a Community trademark prevails against third parties from the date of              
publication of registration of the trademark. The proprietor is entitled to prevent all third parties               
not having his consent from using in business activities: 

(a) any sign which is identical with the Community trademark in relation to goods or services               
which are identical with those for which the Community trademark is registered; 

(b) any sign where, because of its identity with, or similarity to, the Community trademark and               
the identity or similarity of the goods or services covered by the Community trademark and               

22 This Directive has been repealed by Dir. 16/12/2015, n. 2015/2436 starting from 15 January 2019 and is thus                   
currently in force.  
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the sign, there exists a likelihood of confusion on the part of the public; the likelihood of                 
confusion includes the likelihood of association between the sign and the trademark; 

(c) any sign which is identical with, or similar to, the Community trademark in relation to goods                
or services which are not similar to those for which the Community trademark is registered,               
where the latter has a reputation in the Community and where use of that sign without due                 
cause takes unfair advantage of, or is detrimental to, the distinctive character or the reputation               
of the Community trademark. 

The following, inter alia, may be prohibited: 

(a) affixing the sign to the goods or to the packaging thereof; 

(b) offering the goods, putting them on the market or stocking them for these purposes under that                
sign, or offering or supplying services thereunder; 

(c) importing or exporting the goods under that sign; 

(d) using the sign on business papers and in advertising (Art. 9). 

C.2) License 

In the after-development phase it will be necessary to regulate the contractual relationship with the               
prospective buyers of project results, i.e. of the BISON system. 

The use and circulation of software in the EU is usually regulated with the licensing system, because                 
software is protected by intellectual property (IP) as an intellectual work and not as a product or                 
invention. The license is an authorization (by the licensor-the developer/owner of the software) to use               
the licensed material (by the licensee). A license under intellectual property law usually has different               
components including a term, the territory, renewal provisions and other limitations deemed important             
to the licensor. 

In particular: 

- Directive 2009/24/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on the                
legal protection of computer programs [Dir 2009/24/EC] establishes that the exclusive rights of             
the author/owner of a software include the right to do or to authorize: 

(a) the permanent or temporary reproduction of a computer program by any means and in any               
form, in part or in whole; in so far as loading, displaying, running, transmission or storage of                 
the computer program necessitate such reproduction, such acts shall be subject to            
authorization by the right holder; 

(b) the translation, adaptation, arrangement and any other alteration of a computer program and             
the reproduction of the results thereof, without prejudice to the rights of the person who alters                
the program; 

(c) any form of distribution to the public, including the rental, of the original computer program               
or of copies thereof (Art. 4). 

C.3) Advertising 

In the after-development phase it will be necessary to adopt a correct form of advertising to promote                 
BISON’s results. 

The EU legislation provides different rules on advertising depending whether the recipient is a              
“consumer” or a “trader”. 

- According to the Directive on consumer rights [Dir 2011/83/EU]: 
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o “consumer” means any natural person who, in contracts, is acting for purposes which are              
outside his trade, business, craft or profession; 

o “trader” means any natural person or any legal person, irrespective of whether privately             
or publicly owned, who is acting, including through any other person acting in his name               
or on his behalf, for purposes relating to his trade, business, craft or profession in relation                
to contracts (Art. 2). 

The prospective buyers of project results will be only “traders” (contact centers, system integrators,              
data-mining companies, etc.), therefore the main principles of European law on advertising in B2B              
(business to business) relationships shall apply: 

- Directive 2006/114/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 December 2006              
concerning misleading and comparative advertising [Dir 2006/114/EC] defines some basic          
concepts: 

(a) “advertising”: the making of a representation in any form in connection with a trade, business,               
craft or profession in order to promote the supply of goods or services, including immovable               
property, rights and obligations; 

(b) “misleading advertising”: any advertising which in any way, including its presentation,           
deceives or is likely to deceive the persons to whom it is addressed or whom it reaches and                  
which, by reason of its deceptive nature, is likely to affect their economic behaviour or which,                
for those reasons, injures or is likely to injure a competitor; 

(c) “comparative advertising”: any advertising which explicitly or by implication identifies a           
competitor or goods or services offered by a competitor (Art. 2). 

In determining whether advertising is misleading, account must be taken of all its features, and               
in particular of any information it contains concerning: 

(a) the characteristics of goods or services; 

(b) the price or the manner in which the price is calculated, and the conditions on which the goods                  
are supplied or the services provided; 

(c) the nature, attributes and rights of the advertiser, such as his identity and assets, his               
qualifications and ownership of industrial, commercial or intellectual property rights or his            
awards and distinctions (Art. 3). 

Comparative advertising is permitted when the following conditions are met: 

(a) it is not misleading; 

(b) it compares goods or services meeting the same needs or intended for the same purpose; 

(c) it objectively compares one or more material, relevant, verifiable and representative features            
of those goods and services, which may include price; 

(d) it does not discredit or denigrate the trademarks, trade names, other distinguishing marks,             
goods, services, activities or circumstances of a competitor; 

(e) for products with designation of origin, it relates in each case to products with the same                
designation; 

(f) it does not take unfair advantage of the reputation of a trademark, trade name or other                
distinguishing marks of a competitor or of the designation of origin of competing products; 

(g) it does not present goods or services as imitations or replicas of goods or services bearing a                 
protected trademark or trade name; 
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(h) it does not create confusion among traders, between the advertiser and a competitor or              
between the advertiser’s trademarks, trade names, other distinguishing marks, goods or           
services and those of a competitor (Art.4). 

- Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain                
legal aspects of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal             
Market, briefly “E-commerce Directive” [Dir 2000/31/EC] regulates on-line advertising. It          
states, in particular, that: 

(a) commercial communications must be clearly identifiable as such; 

(b) the natural or legal person on whose behalf the commercial communication is made must be               
clearly identifiable (Art. 6). 

Unsolicited commercial communications by electronic mail should also be identifiable clearly           
and unambiguously as soon as they are received by the customer. This provision should be               
applied together with what is foreseen by the EU framework on data protection, which forbids the                
use of personal data for commercial purposes in the absence of prior specific consent by the data                 
subject. 

C.4) Software distribution 

Although at the beginning of its commercial distribution BISON will be installed on the Client’s               
hardware, it may not be excluded that in some future it may be distributed as a service. 

In case BISON were provided at a distance, by electronic means, at the individual request of a                 
recipient of services, such as in case of SaaS (Software as a Service). In this case, the EU legislation                   
on electronic commerce would be applicable. 

In particular: 

- Directive 2015/1535 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9 September 2015 laying               
down a procedure for the provision of information in the field of technical regulations and of rules                 
on Information Society Services [Dir 2015/1535/EC] defines “service” as “any Information           
Society service, that is to say, any service normally provided for remuneration, at a distance, by                
electronic means and at the individual request of a recipient of services”, where: 

o “at a distance” means that the service is provided without the parties being             
simultaneously present; 

o “by electronic means” means that the service is sent initially and received at its              
destination by means of electronic equipment for the processing (including digital           
compression) and storage of data, and entirely transmitted, conveyed and received by            
wire, by radio, by optical means or by other electromagnetic means; 

o “at the individual request of a recipient of services” means that the service is provided 
through the transmission of data on individual request (Art. 1). 

 
- The E-commerce Directive [Dir 2000/31/EC] states: 

o that the service provider must render easily, directly and permanently accessible to the             
recipients of the service and competent authorities, general information such as its name;             
the geographic address at which it is established; its details, including its electronic mail              
address, which allow it to be contacted rapidly and communicated with in a direct and               
effective manner (Art. 5); 
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o the legal effectiveness and validity of contracts made by electronic means (Art. 9); 

o that at least the following information is given by the service provider clearly,             
comprehensibly and unambiguously and prior to the order being placed by the recipient of              
the service:  

(a) the different technical steps required to conclude the contract;  

(b) whether or not the concluded contract will be filed by the service provider and              
whether it will be accessible;  

(c) the technical means for identifying and correcting input errors prior to the placing             
of the order;  

(d) the languages offered for the conclusion of the contract (Art. 10, par. 1); 

o contract terms and general conditions provided to the recipient must be made available in              
a way that allows him to store and reproduce them (Art. 10, par. 3); 

o that in cases where the recipient of the service places his order through technological              
means, the following principles apply:  

(a) the service provider has to acknowledge receipt of the customer’s order without            
undue delay and by electronic means,  

the order and the acknowledgement of receipt are deemed to be received when the parties to whom                 
they are addressed are able to access them (Art. 11). 
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